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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics aims to explain time-dependent

macroscopic behaviour of many-body systems in terms of microscopic dynamics

of the constituents involved. To achieve this goal one can in principle

choose between three levels of description viz. the microscopic level where

one considers the equations of motion of all individual constituents, the

kinetic level where one determines the equation of motion for the

(one-) particle distribution function, or, the hydrodynamical level where

the system is described directly by the equation of motion of the ensemble

averaged quantities such as density, current and energy. The appropriate

level of description in each case depends on the specific system and type of

behaviour studied. It is clear that in most practical cases the first level

represents a formidable task, while the latter level is usually

insufficiently accurate. We choose to work on the kinetic level, being a

reasonable compromise between these extremes.

The foundation of modern kinetic theory dates back to 1872 when Ludwig

Boltzmann wrote down his famous Boltzmann equation'11, a classical kinetic

equation valid for dilute gases. In his theory, he based himself on the work

of Bernoulli, Clausius and Maxwell12'. The Boltzmann equation is a

non-linear integro-differential equation for the distribution function

f(p,R,T). This distribution function describes the density of particles in

phase-space. Its equation of motion, as given by Boltzmann, reads

[f(p;,R,T)f<p;,R,T> - f(pfR,T)f<P2,R,T>] > I(f) (1.1)

where W(p p |p'p') is the transition rate for the collision Pj+Pj'Pj+PJ- The

left hand side of equation (1.1), describes the evolution of particles as if

there were no collisions and is therefore called the drift term. The right

hand side consists of a contribution for scattering into the phase-space

element (p,R), the gain term, proportional to f(p^)f(pj) and a contribution

for scattering out of that phase-space element, the loss term, proportional

to f(p)f(p ). This right hand side is usually called the collision term.



After Boltzmann, important contributions to the classical kinetic

theory of gases have been given by Chapman131, Enskog'41, Kirkwood151,

Bogoliubov"1 and Prigogine171. Subsequent developments in this field are

numerous and varied (see e.g. ref. [8]).

The first quantum mechanical analogue of the Boltzmann equation was

given (without derivation) by Nordheim19' in 1928 and Uehling and

Uhlenbeck110' in 1933- Their equation differs from the classical Boltzmann

equation in the collision term. It takes account of the fact that the final

states, resulting from a scattering process, can be occupied and

consequently be blocked by the Pauli exclusion principle. Moreover, the

quantum mechanical transition rate 9, rather than the classical V, is used.

Therefore, the collision term I(f ) is given by

2d
3p;d3

P; w(p1P2lp;p;>[[i-f(P1,R,T)][i-f(p2,R,T)i

f(p";,R,T)f(p2,R,T) - f(ii,R,T)f(52,R,T)[l-f(p;,R,T)Hl-f(p2,R,T)]J

(1.2)

In their paper, Uehling and Uhlenbeck used this equation to obtain formal

quantum mechanical expressions for the transport coefficients of gases.

The first derivations of this equation were presented by Mori and

Ono1111 and by Ross and Kirkwood1121. Both treatments were based on results

obtained by Irving and Zwanzig113'.

Another important modification of the Boltzmann equation was given in

1938 by Vlasov'141. He reasoned that, especially for systems with a long

range interaction like the Coulomb force in plasma's, the collision term may

be neglected while the drift term should be modified to

< 3 T + m'\ ~ y»<R.T>-?,>*(P.R".T) = 0 (1.3)

where U(R,T) defined as

U(R,T) = J d3pd3R' V(fi-R)f(p',R',T) (1.4)

generates a potential field at (R,f) consisting of the contributions of all

the particles. We shall see that the combination of the Vlasov drift term



and the Nordheim-Uehling-Uhlenbeck collision term, the so-called

Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (VIM) equation, plays an important role in present

day nuclear physics.

Important contributions to the general theory of many-body systems were

given in 1956 by Landau1151 and in 1959 by Martin and Schwinger1161. Shortly

afterwards, in 1962, Kadanoff and Baym'171 presented a general transport

theory which to a large extend was based on the results of Martin and

Schwinger.

The first relativistic version of the Boltzmann equation was presented

in 1940 by Lichnerowicz and Marrot1181. An account of the development

concerning the relativistic Boltzmann equation, can be found in the book of

de Groot, van Leeuwen and van Weert'1 .

In nuclear physics, kinetic equations are used for the calculation of

observables which depend on the specific time evolution of a nucleus-nucleus

collision. The motivation for a detailed study on the derivation of these

equations is twofold. In the first place, it aims to determine which

equation should be used for applications in nuclear physics. This might seem

a trivial question but recently many different kinetic equations have been

proposed for that purpose, some of then in an ad-hoc fashion. As a second

motivation for a detailed analysis of the derivation, we mention the fact

that whenever the calculation of these kinetic equations does not

satisfactory agree with the data, one can at least retrace the derivation

and test all successive approximations on their validity.

The first question that arises when we aim to describe a

nucleus-nucleus collision is whether or not this description should be

quantum mechanical and/or relativistic. It will be clear that the answer to

these questions will depend on for instance the bombarding energy. (Other

influences like self-consistency and in-medium modifications are more

difficult to estimate). Let us consider the intermediate energy range, i.e.

E/A = (10-100) MeV. An estimate for the quantum effects is the value of the

de Broglie wavelength X=h/p as compared to the typical range of the

interaction r ~3 fm. For the bounds of the energy range the de Broglie
o

wavelength can be estimated as

X (E/A = 10 MeV) = 9.2 fm

X (E/A = 100 MeV) = 2.8 fm



from which we conclude that quantum effects are certainly very important for

low energy collisions and of diminishing importance when the energy

increases.

Also for the relativistic effects, we have a simple estimate at our

disposal. This is the ratio of the kinetic energy and nucleon rest mass:

R (E/A = 10 MeV) = 0.01

R (E/A = 100 MeV) =0.1

These values indicate that in this energy regime there is no need to include

relativistic effects. However, one should be cautious with this conclusion

for it only estimates the kinematical relativistic effects. The dynamical

relativistic effects might be much more profound. We have to realize that

the nuclear potential, which value is around 50 MeV, actually is the net

result of tvo contributions generated by the scalar and by the vector

mesons. Both these self-energies are of the order of a few hundereds of MeV.

Therefore, if relativistic corrections are needed of a few procents, these

should be corrected directly at the level of the meson potentials. Therefore

the value of the nuclear potential is likely to be changed by more than a

few procents.

In nucleus-nucleus collisions mainly two phenomena determine the

dynamics of the system. At low bombarding energy (-10 HeV/A), two colliding

nuclei have a small penetration depth and the;* only evolve according to a

collective field generated by all the particles, the so-called mean-field.

Like in static nuclei, hardly any nucleon-nucleon collision takes place, for

the Pauli exclusion principle forbids scattering into occupied states and

thus the available phase-space is very small. At high bombarding energy

(-100 MeV/A), the situation is just the other way around. The two nuclei

will penetrate deeply into each other and the collision dynamics is not

governed by the collective behavior but instead by ths behavior of the

individual nucleons. The available phase-space for nucleon-nucleon

scattering is increased, because in this case the nucleons have much more

energy, and consequently collisions will occur more frequently.

Meanwhile it also elucidates while the choosen intermediate energy

regime is so interesting when studying kinetic equations, since in this

energy regime both effects play a role. The nuclear effective interaction

(responsible for the collisions) is depending on the nuclear environment



i.e. the mean-field, while the mean-field itself, being the sum of all the

effective interactions, is directly related to this interaction. Therefore,

we should describe both these interrelated pieces in a self-consistent

manner.

The development of quantum kinetic theories in nuclear physics started

in the late 70's by the pioneering work based on the

Time-Dependent-Hartree-Fock (TDHF) calculations carried out by Bonche,

Koonin and Negele'20'. Since then, many TDHF calculations were performed

(for an overview see Negele ' ) . Being a pure mean-field description TDHF

is only applicable to low energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. To overcome

this drawback, two main lines of research were initiated. On one hand, the

pure theoretical investigations' ~4 , where several extensions of the TDHF

framework were proposed. On the other hand, pure calculational models were

constructed, in which both a mean-field and a collision term are

incorporated. Exemples of these are the Boltzmann- Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU)

equation144'451, the Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (VUU) equation'461 or the

Landau-Vlasov equation'471. For an overview see ref. [48]. In the early

versions of these models, the mean-field was usually parametrized by a

Skyrme-type interaction, while for the total cross-section a constant number

(~40mb) was taken. Later one realized that the strong exchange effects

governed by the nuclear interaction, giving rize to a momentum dependence in

the potential field, could never be described by a static

(momentum-independent) Skyrme mean-field. This is substantiated in recent

calculations using a modified VUU-code'49'501. Apart from these kind of

modifications, we remark that neither of these VUU-codes actually solve the

VUU equation. They merely similate the collision process.

The organization of the thesis is as follows: except for introduction

and epilogue it is divided into three parts (chapters), each dealing vith

the derivation of quantum kinetic equations. Hovever, the intention and

motivation, and consequently the formalism, in each of the three treatments

is different.

In the first part (chapter 2, the density operator formalism), we

present an intuitive derivation mainly dictated by physical arguments. The

second part (chapter 3, the non-relativistic Green's function formalism) is

meant to resolve the problems encountered in the first part by using the

more powerful Green's function formalism. A second motivation to choose this



formalism is the fact that it allows for a relativistic generalization which

is the topic of the third part (chapter 4, the relativistic Green's function

formalism). The treatment in that chapter results in the non-equilibrium

extension of the Dirac-Brueckner theory of nuclear matter.

From the introductory statements on kinetic equations in nuclear

physics it will be clear that in the derivations much emphasis is put on the

self-consistent treatment of mean-field and collision effects. This results

in a kinetic equation where both the mean-field term and the collision

cross-section are expressed in the same medium effected interaction. The

fact that the kinetic equation and the effective interaction are related in

a self-consistent way, enforces us to solve a statistical problem (kinetic

equation) and a dynamical problem (interaction) simultaneously.



CHAPTER II THE DENSITY OPERATOR FORMALISM

1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we discuss kinetic equations based on the density

operator formalism. The concept of a density operator was introduced in

quantum mechanics by von Neumann lS2' and Dirac l531. It describes quantum

systems for which we know only the statistical distribution of the possible

wave functions (mixed state) instead of its definite state (pure state). In

the introduction we already mentioned the general procedure that we shall

follow here in deriving kinetic equations, the starting point being a

coupled set of equations of motion for the reduced density operators. This

set has first been given by Irving and Zvanzig1131. The formal structure is

similar to the so-called BBGKY-hierarchy'54'55' for reduced distribution

functions in classical statistical physics. The first to use this

BBGKY-hierarchy in deriving kinetic equations were Bogoliubov'56'. Born and

Green'57' and Kirkwood15'. For quantum systems, the pioneering work along

these lines was performed by Bogoliubov and Gurov15" and Hori and Ono11 '.

Initially one aimed to obtain the ordinary Boltzmann equation for classical

systems and the Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation for quantum systems. Later on,

attempts were made to derive extended or improved versions of these

equations.

A modified Boltzmann equation vhich includes inelastic collisions was

discussed by Wang-Chang, Uhlenbeck and de Boer159'601, who assumed the

distribution function to be a function of the internal molecular quantum

numbers. Their theory was generalized by Ualdmann1611 and Snider1511, who

took the distribution function to be a density matrix in the internal

molecular states. The resulting kinetic equation is commonly known as the

Valdmann-Snider equation. Tip1621 derived a more general version of the

Valdmann-Snider equation.

Of the various other extensions proposed for the ordinary Boltzmann

equation, we mention the work of Boercker and Dufty"31, who treated the

problem of statistics in their paper on the degenerate quantum gas and the

work of Klimontovich and Rremp"41 and McLennan'*51 which treat quantum

gases with bound states.

As already said, we are primarily interested in a quantum modification



of the Boltzmann equation for applications to nuclear systems. A lot of work

has already been done in this field1"""1, however usually in an ad-hoc

fashioi or very formal. What is lacking is a simple transparant and yet

complete derivation taking all the relevant physics into account. One of the

most important features in nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energy

is that both mean-field and collision effects play a role. Moreover, their

mutual dependence and interplay enforces us to describe them

selfconsistently. The appropriate theoretical tool to account for this

self-consistency is the Brueckner G-matrix|6S'6 '6 . This G-matrix

describes the effective interaction of two nucleons surrounded by a nuclear

medium. For this reason it is the central quantity in the calculation of the

properties of nuclear matter. As reported in ref. [40] we were able to

formulate a kinetic equation where all the quantities involved are expressed

in G-matrices. In deriving this kinetic equation we adopted a method

invented by Snider151'. While Snider considered a dilute gas with

short-range interactions and consequently without many-body effects, we

extended the method to include the relevant many-body effects for a nuclear

medium, i.e. Fermi-Dirac statistics and mean-field contributions. It has

been argued rightly'431 that the derivation that we reported at first

instance'401 did not account for a proper embedment in the hierarchy. In

this thesis this imperfection has been resolved by considering the many-body

effects within the Faddeev framework.

2. HIERARCHY AND TRUNCATION SCHEMES

In this section the hierarchy of equations of motion for the reduced

density operators is introduced and we discuss some truncation schemes which

will lead to kinetic equations.

2.1. Hierarchy of reduced density operators

We consider a quantum mechanical many-body system consisting of

identical fermions. The complete description of such a N-body quantum

mechanical system is provided by the total wave function \0> which is a

solution of the Schrddinger equation

ift 3t |<|» = H \*> (2.1)

where we consider the Hamiltonian H to be of the form

8



H = I K. + I V (2.2)

Since, in general this equation cannot' be solved exactly, we reformulate the

problem in terms of a hierarchy of equations and try to solve a lover order

problem by truncating this hierarchy. As a first step ve introduce the

density operator p

M J V . I •><».! v. > 0 Zv. = 1 (2.3)
i * l X i 1

where |».> are normalised solutions of (2.1) and v. are weight factors. The

density operator thus describes a statistical mixture of states. Ve obtain a

special case of (2.3), the pure state, when all weight factors, except one,

are set equal to zero. The time evolution of p is determined by eq. (2.1)

and reads

ift 3t p = [H,pl (2.4)

This equation is known as the Liouville-von Neumann equation.

In all processes where kinetic equations are involved we have to

specify the initial configuration. It serves as a starting point for the

evolution of the system. In mathematical language it states that in order to

fix the solution of a first order differential equation one requires just

one boundary condition. So, the appropriate choice of the weight factors

depends on the initial configuration of the system under consideration. As

an example of a pure initial state consider for instance a heavy-ion

collision where we take for the initial state the exact (ground-state) wave

function of two separated nuclei. In practice, one usually simulates a

heavy-ion collision by using a Honte-Carlo sampling method. Then the initial

state is mixed. Another example of an mixed initial state is a system

initially in contact with a heat bath. In that case, the probability of

finding the system in the state |t.> having total energy E. and total number
—Bf E uN 1 * *

N. is proportional to e •JvBi~»"i' where 0=l/kT is the inverse temperature

and u the chemical potential. The weight factors are therefore given as

w.=e"^EiWHi)/?e"^Ei~uNi) and the system is known from statistical

mechanics as the grand canonical ensemble. However, at this stage there is

no need to specify the weight factors since in each case the algebraic



manipulations which follow are identical.

Given the density operator p, we can introduce reduced n-particle

density operators as follows

(n)
p.

N! Tr p (2.5)
(N-n)! (n+i..n)

which are normalised as

Tr p(n> = N! (2.6)
u..») 12--" (N-n)!

By taking the appropriate traces in eq. (2.4) we obtain the equations of

motion for the reduced n-particle density operators

Tr

(2.7)

This set of equations is the quantum mechanical analogue of the classical

BBGKY-hierarchy of distribution functions154'551. The whole set together is

equivalent to equation (2.4).

The first two members of the hierarchy read

ift3tPi = IK J . P J + Tr [V12,oi2l (2.8)

* » = IK1+Kj+Vi2,pi2] + Tr[Vi3+V23,pi23] (2.9)

These two equations will be the basic equations of our treatment. Within

certain approximation schemes we can generate kinetic equations, i.e. closed

expressions involving only the one-particle density operator. From equation

(2.8) we infer that this requires a functional expression for p , solely in

terns of one-particle density operators. The most simple one is where all

two particle correlations are neglected except for the correlation imposed

* We use the simplified notation p «p a i; p •p121: etc.
i i ij ij

10



by the identity of the particles

P12 = PtP2 *» (2.10)

Using expression (2.10) in equation (2.8) results in the so-called

TDHF-equation1211 for p . The TOHF-equation, which only describes mean-field

effects, is used in nuclear physics to calculate low energy nucleus-nucleus

collisions where the Pauli exclusion principle largely excludes other

correlations.

To obtain functional forms which also includes collision effects, we

shall consider equations (2.8) and (2.9), approximate them in physically

sensible ways, and then solve then. It is clear that there is no unique way

of approximating then, and that the physical arguments appropriate to each

case depend on the system under consideration. A severe restriction on all

the possible approximation schemes will be the requirement that they obey

the conservation laws. This is an important point and we will come back to

it later on. Before we actually discuss an approximation which is relevant

for nuclear systems, let us clarify the physical interpretation of the

reduced density operators.

Physically, the reduced density operators represent non-local

distributions. Since they are operators in the x,p Hilbert space, we have

the freedom to choose the representation. This can either be the pure x, the

pure p or the mixed x,p representation. In the pure x and p representation

arbitrary matrix elements for the one-particle density operator are

<x|p |x'> and <p|p |p'>- Matrix elements of this kind are called (reduced)

density matrices. The diagonal elements of these density matrices represent

the physical densities in x and p space

1 (2.11)
n(x) = <x|p

n(p) = <p|pjp>

The mixed- or Vigner-representation is obtained by introducing new variables

% The anti-symmetrisation operator A is defined as A^ = 1 - PJ2

where P denotes the permutation operator. The definition of A^ is

chosen such that expression (2.10) remains to be properly normalised

according to equation (2.6).

11



R=V!i(x+x') and r=x-x' and Fourier transforming only the r-variable. The

Uigner function1691 f(p,R) is then defined as

*p-r
f(p,R) = J dJr e " <R+%r | px | S-%r> (2.12)

Because of the quantum mechanical unreasonable specification of both p and R

at the same time, this Wigner function can take on negative values. However,

observables either in p or in R space can be expressed as integrals of the

Wigner function and have all the virtues of a positive definite probability

distribution. For instance the densities in p and R space can be expressed

as

n(R) = J d3p f(p\R)

n(p) = J d3R f(p\fi)

(2.13)

In the remainder of this chapter, ve will continue to use the operator

notation of the density operators because it is most convenient here.

2.2. The Boltzmann truncation scheme

In this subsection we consider, for a system of non-identical

particles, an approximation scheme which leads to the usual Boltzmann

equation. This scheme was first given by Snider1511 based on the following

assumptions:

i) The system consists of a dilute gas with short-range binary

interactions,

ii) Boltzmann's molecular chaos assumption i.e. before the collision of two

particles, there is a time where the particles are uncorrelated.

Ve determine p from its equation of motion (2.9). In a sufficiently

dilute system, the trace-term involving the third particle is negligible.

Therefore equation (2.9) simplifies to

i« tp l 2 = l W V i 2 , p i 2 ] (2.14)

Its formal solution is

12



+K +V )(t-t ) l(K +K +V )(t-t )
P12(t) - e

 h > J " •' px2(to) e
ft' 1 2 » " «' (2.15)

Ve now invoke the second assumption, and choose t to be an earlier time, at

which the particles are uncorrelated

p i 2
( V = "i<t.> p

2
< t« ) (2-16>

From the first assumption ve may conclude that the collision time T (the

duration of a collision) is short compared to both the mean time between

collisions and the macroscopic relaxation time. This supposition is usually

called the weak-coupling limit. At a fixed time t , some of the particles

are uncorrelated while others are undergoing a collision. Therefore (2.16)

cannot be correct for all particles at the same time, but only meaningful if

the density operators are interpreted as coarse-grained density

operators ' , i.e. time averaged over an interval which is of the order

of the collision time T. This coarse-graining implies that ve disregard the

microscopic details on time scales of the order of x in the statistical

evolution of the system. Interpreted in this way statement (2.16) is

equivalent to Boltzmann's assumption of molecular chaos (Stosszahlansatz).

Physically, it means that all the occuring two-body collisions are

statistically independent. Thus before a collision, the memory about

dynamical correlations from previous collisions is wiped out. Because this

statistical Stosszahlansatz introduces a distinction between the event

"before the collision" and the event "after the collision", it is the very

origin of irreversibility in the Boltzmann equation. While the

Stosszahlansatz (2.16) resembles formally the Bartree part of the

TDHF-assumption (2.10), the latter implies time reversibility. This has led

to time-irreversible extensions of TDHF through a time-smearing

procedure13 .

Expression (2.16) enables us to express the pair density operator in

terms of single density operators. The uncorrelated pair Pl(
t
0)P2C

t
0)

 is

transformed back from t to t, using their equation of motion (2.8). In the

dilute limit, ve neglect the collision effects on this evolution, i.e. ve

neglect the trace term in (2.8) and obtain

13



4<K +K )(t-t ) *(K+K)(t-t )
pi(to)pa<tp) " e P^OPjCt) •* * 2 ° (2.17)

We remark that neglecting the trace term in (2.17) is consistent with the

equation (2.14): in both equations the single particle trajectories are

determined by their kinetic energies only.

From our assumptions it follows that it is alvays possible to choose

the time difference (t-t ) to be long compared to the collision time t but

short compared to the time in between the collisions. Because at time t the

colliding particles are uncorrelated, there will be no difference with the

situation when t —> -•». Therefore the mathematical limit t --• can be
o o

taken, although macroscopically (t-t ) still remains small. This separation

of time scales is always implicitly assumed whenever the limit t — » is

taken.

Substituting (2.16) and (2.17) in equation (2.15) and taking the

mathematical limit t —", we obtain

where

8i2 =
 l l m eh x 2 l2 e * * 2 (2.19)

X-_oo

In expression (2.19) we recognize the toiler operator170'711, known from

scattering theory, which can equivalently be written as the solution of the

equation

and is related to the T-matrix as

*„ - V13 »12 (2.21)

The energy Ej2 in (2.20) is the common eigenvalue of the complete sets of

eigenstates of the operators (Kx+K2) and (Ki+K +V ), i.e. one constructs a

scattering state (eigenstate of (Ki+Kj+V' )) which asymptotically evolves to

an eigenstate of (Ki+Kj).

14



With expression (2.18) ve reached our goal, for ve have now a

functional form of the pair density operator p in terms of single density

operators. Substituting (2.18) in equation (2.8) would result in the

ordinary Boltzmann equation1511. Ve will not pursue this further here

because this subsection was merely meant to illustrate the techniques and

physical arguments used in the derivation.

2.3. The truncation scheme in a nuclear environment

In the case of a nuclear system, the foregoing treatment should be

modified in two ways. Firstly, we have to take into account the fact that

the particles are identical. Secondly, the dilute limit as such no longer

applies. Indeed in a nucleus the mean distance between nucleons (about 2.2

fm) is comparable to the range of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. So the

interaction spheres will have large overlapping regions. We vill describe

this effect by introducing a mean-field contribution to the single-particle

behaviour.

The work of Snider, discussed in the previous subsection, provided us

with the functional form of the pair density operator in terms of single

density operators. We shall now assume that a straightforward extension is

possible, involving however a new Heller operator S , modified by the two

many-body effects just mentioned, i.e. anti-symmetrization and mean-field

effects- So we assume

p = 2 p p A 8* (2.22)
12 12 1 2 12 12

Ve now proceed to determine B . For the sake of completeness we gave in

(2.22) the expression including the operator A^. This operator originates

from the anti-symmetrisation of the two incoming particles. It already

appears in the work of Boer eke r and Dufty"31 who treat the Boltzmann

equation for identical particles.

The fact that the dilute limit is no longer valid implies that we must

take three-body correlations into account. To gain some insight in this type

of correlations, we repeat Snider's procedure for the three-particle density

operator p . The equation of motion reads

»V l a l = i V V W v i 3 + v » « pi»i + * » W V «•„,.» <2-23)
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As before, we set the trace term zero and solve the remaining equation

subject to the boundary condition. However, now we run into a complication.

In the two particle case we had only one initial scattering condition: just

two uncorrelated particles. In the three particle case there are four

possible initial configurations: all three particles are uncorrelated, or,

two are correlated while the third one is uncorrelated from that pair. In

the latter case we will have three possibilities which become

indistinguishable when the particles are identical. As mentioned, the

many-body effects that we take into account are the effects of Fermi-Dirac

statistics and the mean-field contribution on the single-particle states.

Exactly, these two effects are also taken along in a well known many-body

prescription to describe the interaction of two nucleons in a nuclear

medium, the so-called Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone method'65'67'681. In this

method, two particles interact with each other while each of them moves

independently in a mean-field generated by the effective interactions with

all the other particles. For the three-particle correlations this implies

that they are only present as mean-field contributions. Since we will adopt

this Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone method, we take as the initial three-body

condition, one where initially two particles are correlated and the third

one uncorrelated from that pair, when we take the correlated pair as

particle 1 and 2, our boundary condition becomes

and the solution of equation (2.23) neglecting the trace term is given by

' l» = fil» •„ >3 t» <2-25>
where

fl«3, lim j^VVV*,,*^**,,* 4<WVV
1 2>T

123 = e e (i.ib)
X--"

When considering a nuclear system in the non-dilute limit, the functional

form (2.25) must be modified to incorporate anti-symmetrisation of identical

16



particles. In general, the prescription is that we make the change*

P123 - \» !„ X23

The next thing to introduce is the mean-field approximation. This is in fact

a linearisation procedure for the trace-terms in the equations (2.8) and

(2.9). This linearisation is accomplished by neglecting terms of second- and

higher order in the scattering operator. To be specific, ve approximate the

trace-term of (2.9) as (approximation I)

Tr [V +V ,p 1 = Tr |(V +V )4 B(3> p p1 13 23' 123J V 13 23' 123 123 *12 3
(3) (3) L

- P12 P3

Note that in each of the two terms on the right hand side of equation (2.28)

ve have set one of the Q's equal to one and one of the d equal to one.

Moreover, the factor 1/6 has been removed in order to preserve a proper

normalisation of the expression. This is in the spirit of similar

approximations in the Green's function approach of Martin-Schwinger1161 and

Puff1721. The reasoning is that the Mailer and anti-symmetrization operators

are primiarily important when the particles are closely packed since then

the correlations induced by the V-operators generate large contributions.

Expression (2.28) can be worked out in the Faddeev framework. This is

done in appendix A. Using the Faddeev three-body equations up to first

order, we obtain an approximate expression for §'3' (see (A.17)) and (2.28)

reduces to (approximation II)

(3)

The three-body anti-symmetriser J i s defined as

17



In taking the result (A.17) to (2.29a) we replaced T. by V^.. So we

expressed our result in the (still unknown) two-body Holler operator 8^.

Using only the real part of the interaction (approximation III), we rewrite

expression (2.29a) as

1 1 » X 2
(3 t

Tr [Re(V135lj)(l-P13)+Re(V23§23)(l-P23),Pi2] (2.29b)
(31

In taking only the real part of the interaction we obtain an hermitian

operator describing the mean-field. The fact that we have to do this by hand

is certainly a drawback of the theory. Actually, it is one of the

motivations to repeat this whole derivation in the Green's function

formalism (as discussed in the next chapter), where it will be a natural

outcome.

With the result (2.29) we achieved a linearisation of our problem since

equation (2.9) is now replaced by

iMtPll = I V W V •„] • [Q12V12P12 - PiaVlaQia) (2-30)

where the Pauli-blocking operator Q is defined as

Q12 - ( 1 - P J X I - P , ) - P,P2 (2.31)

and the real mean-fields U as
i

U. = Tr Re (V.a 5.3) d-P.3) (2.32)

We stress that the appearance of the Pauli-blocking operator Q in

expression (2.30), is the result of performing the correct three-body

anti-symmetrization (cf. Appendix A). Ve now proceed according to the

prescription used in the previous subsection. Since the Q-operator and the

mean-field operators U are time dependent, the formal solution of (2.30) is

somewhat more complicated. It is given by

P12(t)

18



Pl2(tfl) e
 o (2.33)

are the chronological resp. anti-chronological time ordering

operators. Expression (2.33) is very complicated in its time structure. In

order to simplify (2.33), we reconsider the time scales in this case.

The time scales are determined by the range of the interaction, the

density of the system and the velocity of the particles. Strictly speaking,

for nuclei the usual veak-coupling limit does not apply. However, the

nucleon-nucleon interaction consists of a strong repulsive short range

(r -0.5 fm) and a smooth attractive long range part (r -3 fm). It is the

long range part which renders the veak-coupling limit invalid. This long

range part is primarily reponsible for the occurrence of a mean-field. In

this picture only the short range part of the interaction governs the

collisions. If ve consider the situation to be like that, the average

inter-nucleon distance (r -2.2 fm) is again (much) larger than the range of

the collision generating part of the interaction (r -0.5 fm) and ve have

again a somewhat modified veak-coupling limit.

In this consideration we did not involve the velocity of the particles.

In verifying the applicability of this modified veak-coupling limit to

nucleus-nucleus collisions, ve restrict ourselves to collisions where the

bombarding energy per nucleon exceeds the Fermi energy (i.e. 30 MeV/nucleon)

but below energies where relativistic effects might become important

(roughly at 100 MeV/nucleon). Between these limits ve assume the

weak-coupling limit to be valid.

Since the time difference (t-t ) is of the order of the collision tine

t and within the veak-coupling limit we may assume that x is (much) shorter

than the macroscopic relaxation time, we can approximate the time dependent

operators in expression (2.33) as follows

f dt' Q ( f ) - Q (t) (t-t ) (2-34)
12

0

and
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J dt' U.(t ') = U.(t) ( t - t o ) (2.35)

*o

The molecular chaos assumption in the case of identical particles takes

the form

The expressions (2.34)-(2.36), together with the analogue treatment of the

two particle trace term

t
Tr IV12,P121 = Tr [V12, §12PjP2 ^12^121 ~ l ^ ' P121 (2.37)
< 2) 12)

enables us to repeat the method of Snider (section 2.2) in our case. The

result we obtain can be written as

P12(t) = S i 2(t) P l(t)p 2(t) 4l2 B i2(t) (2.38)

where

i(K+K+Q (t)V +U (t)+U (t))T 4 < K
1

+ K
2

+ U / t ) + u
2 < t » ' t

§i2(t) = lime
f t ' 2 u lz 1 2 e ft x z x 2 (2.39)

x~-m

This last expression is equivalently given as the solution of the equation

Q12(t)

Therefore, the modified Mailer operator a is related to a Brueckner-Bethe-

Goldstone G-matrix

The G-matrix as defined in (2.41) is somewhat more general than the usual

Brueckner G-matrix. Specifically its Pauli blocking operator Q =l-p -p

incorporates both particle-particle and hole-hole scattering contributions.

This can be inferred from the identity 1-p -p = (1-p )(l-p )-p p . In
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Brueckner's G-matrix, the hole-hole scattering term is discarded.

This ends our truncation scheme in the case of a nuclear system. In the

next section the results are used to construct a kinetic equation.

3. KINETIC EQUATIONS

In this section we shall derive a quantum kinetic equation on the basis

of the results obtained and we shall discuss its limitations.

3.1. The Brueckner-Boltzmann equation

In the previous section we derived an expression (2.38) together with

(2.40) and (2.41) for the pair density operator p in terms of single

density operators. To obtain a kinetic equation we substitute (2.38) into

(2.8). We find

• T r [ G i A 2 P i P 2 - P ^ X i 1

+ Tr [G p p 4 Gf — - G p p A G+ 1 (2.42)

where

= K i + Kz + U i + Ua

We shall refer to this quantum kinetic equation as the Brueckner-Boltzaann

equation. To acquire some insight in the physical significance of equation

(2.42) we rewrite it as

iTrJim

^ - [Kx,Pi] - [ir to G 1 2 ^ P 2 , P I ] - TrjAi2Qi2Re g i 2- Re

i j

(2.44)

where

Im Gi2 = G i 2 Q X im g i2 (2.45)
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and we defined

\2 -
 fi»VA,G» <2-*6>

1
g = (2.47)

The relation (2.45) can be obtained directly from (2.40) and (2.41) and

expresses unitarity.

3.2. Discussion

For the discussion of the physical meaning of the individual terms of

equation (2.44) ve start with the left hand side, the so-called drift term.

It describes the evolution of the particles in between collisions. Apart

from the first term, which determines the time development, the evolution is

governed by three different terms. A kinetic term, a mean-field term and a

term which is of second order in the G-matrix. This last term is, within the

context of the formalism at issue, not interpretable which is a severe

drawback of the present formalism. This problem will be resolved using the

Green's function formalism in the next chapter. There it vill turn out that

this term describes the effect of tvo-body collisions on the single-particle

evolution of the particles and thereby it is responsible for the spreading

of the single-particle energy spectrum (deviation from a delta-function). In

the intermediate state propagator of the G-matrix (eq. (2.40) and (2.41))

the evolution of the particles is only governed by a kinetic and a (real)

mean-field contribution. Therefore, to be consistent only these two

contributions should be taken into account in the drift term of the kinetic

equation and consequently the last term should be discarded. In the next

chapter ve shall discuss this in detail. Also the conservation lavs vill be

discussed in that chapter (section 5.3).

The right hand side of equation (2.46) is called the collision term. It

consists of a gain and a loss contribution (in phase space) due to

collisions. We remark that in the expression for the collision term in

equation (2.44), only the particle-particle part of the Q-operator

contributes. The hole-hole parts cancel. This in contrast to the G-matrix

equation (2.40) where both parts of the Q contribute.
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Ve consider now the case where ve choose the single density operator p

to be diagonal in momentum representaton and the G-matrix on-energy-shell,

i.e. the starting energy E in expression (2.40) is set equal to the sum of
12

the single particle energies of the two incoming particles (E =E +E where

Ei=Ki-fU). Vith these assumptions, and the remarks about the drift term, we

conclude that the only consistent kinetic equation in this case, is given by

Equation (2.48), with a (real) mean-field contributing to the drift term and

a Pauli blocking factor in the collision term, is of a form which is known

in the literature as VUU (Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck), BUU (Boltzmann-Uehling-

Uhlenbeck) or LVE (Landau-Vlasov-equation). The collision term of (2.48)

takes, in momentum space, the familiar Uehling-Uhlenbeck form

- P(P1)p(P2)d-p(Pp)(l-P(Pp)) 8[Ep +E p -Ep,-Ep,j] (2.49)

where E is the eigenvalue of the equation
p

<Kt + Ux) |p> = Ep|p> (2.50)

In equation (2.49) the |G|2-term corresponds to the effective scattering

cross section for two particles embedded in a nuclear medium. In chapter 4

we discuss calculated values of these effective cross sections. These values

differ significantly from the values for free scattering.

The major achievement we attained with equation (2.48) is the

consistent treatment of mean-field and collision effects in this kinetic

equation. Both are expressed in terms of the sane effective interaction (the

G-matrix) which itself depends on the configuration of the particles at that

time. This leaves us with a fully self-consistent but highly complex

equation to solve. In this work we make no attempt to solve it but rather
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discuss the physical aspects of this equation and extended versions of it,

in two other formalisms.

The derivation of the quantum kinetic equation as presented here has,

despite the attractive feature of being physically transparent, a number of

serious drawbacks. First of all, to obtain a real mean-field we had to

discard the imaginary part by hand. Also we were confronted vith a term

accounting for the correlation contribution to the single-particle behaviour

on the left hand side of equation (2.44) for which the interpretation and

consequently the possible reason for discarding it, are by no means clear

from the formalism. Finally, the G-matrix has to be put on-energy-shell by

hand.

All the above mentioned points may be regarded as shortcomings of the

density operator formalism. We will see in the next chapter that in the

Green's function formalism these can be solved.
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CHAPTER III THE NON-RELATIVISTIC GREEN'S FUNCTION FORMALISM

1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, ve introduce Green's functions, discuss their

properties and use them to derive kinetic equations. The reason to

reconsider the same problem we tackled in the proceeding chapter is twofold.

In the first place to overcome the difficulties that we encountered in the

previous derivation. Vithin the Green's function method, being more flexible

and powerful, we can resolve these problems. The second reason to introduce

Green's functions is that these are the appropriate quantities for a

relativistic generalization. This relativistic approach is the topic of the

next chapter, in this chapter we restrict ourselves to the non-relativistic

case.

Green's functions for describing many-particle systems were introduced

in 1955 by Hatsubara' 6|. The Green's functions used by him are also called

the imaginary-time Green's functions because their time-arguments are only

allowed to take on purely imaginary values. For this reason they can only be

used to describe equilibrium systems.

In 1959, Hartin and Schwinger11'1 introduced Green's function

techniques for the description of many-body systems. As their starting point

they constructed a hierarchy of equations of motion for the imaginary-time

Green's functions, nowadays known as the Martin-Schwinger hierarchy. Shortly

afterwards in 1962, Kadanoff and Baym1171 presented a complete transport

theory based on these many-body techniques. An important ingredient in the

construction of this transport theory was an analytic continuation of the

Green's functions from imaginary times to real times. This step was

necessary to describe non-equilibrium situations. At about the sane time

Schvinger177' initiated the use of real-time Green's functions. These

functions are defined on a directed contour and are sometimes also called

path-ordered Green's functions. Both Keldysh17*1 and Craig179' used this

concept and formulated, with the help of perturbative methods, a Dyson

equation.

Once the foundations of the Green's function formalism were layed out,

many different studies on the many-body problem were undertaken, using this

formalism. Of these, we distinguish the studies concerning systems in
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112,79-85,411 . . --I-L. • 111,86-92,23,24,36,93-97]

equilibrium and an non-equilibri- um

We already stressed the importance of the work of Kadanoff and Baym.

The kinetic equation which they derived, especially in the case where the

self-energies are taken in the so-called T-approximation, is still one of

the basic equations of the non-equilibrium Green's function formalism.

However, to derive their kinetic equation, they followed a rather cumbersome

route. Indeed, many of the subsequent studies in this field of research

merely provided an alternative derivation of the kinetic equation itself or

of the T-approximation, the most elaborate of them given by Danielewicz

Not being satisfied with the derivations given up to now, we also aimed to

derive, in a simple and physical transparant way, the kinetic equation and,

especially, the T-approximation. On using the Schvinger-Keldysh formalism

the kinetic equation emerges as a component of the Dyson equation. This

approach is much easier than the analytic continuation method of Kadanoff

and Baym. More interesting is the construction of the T-approximation.

Kadanoff and Baym ' and Danielewicz'361 simply introduced this

approximation by means of a perturbation series. However, doing so it is not

clear what this approximation implies for the higher-order Green's functions

and moreover it is unclear whether this T-approximation obeys Boltzmann's

assumption of molecular chaos, an important boundary condition. By an

extension of a method given by Kremp and co-workers'94'951, we are able to

formulate the T-approximation by factorizing higher-order Green's functions

and explicitly demand the molecular chaos assumption as a boundary condition

on the two-particle solution. In their derivation, Kremp et al. use the

Hartin-Schwinger hierarchy of causal Green's functions, however they make an

unjustified transition from free to full (medium corrected) Green's

functions.

Finally in the study of kinetic equations one usually considers the

quasi-particle limit where the imaginary part of the self-energy is set to

zero in the particle propagation. Since this imaginary part leads to

significant contributions in the case of nucleus-nucleus reactions above 100

MeV/A we will study extensions of the quasi-particle approach.
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2. REAL-TIME GREEN'S FUNCTION FORMALISM

2.1. Introduction of the path-ordered Green's function

The many-body system under consideration is one of identical particles.

Therefore there are essentially two equivalent ways to treat it' . I n one

method (first quantization), the (anti-)symmetrization is carried out by

hand, after the dynamical problem is solved. In the other way (second

quantization), the formulation is such that (anti-)symmetry is already built

in, in the dynamical problem, by introducing field operators which satisfy

certain equal-time commutation relations.

In the previous chapter we introduced density matrices and treated them

in first quantization. However, here we intend to work with Green's

functions and so the natural starting point is the introduction of field

operators. We describe our fermionic system in Heisenberg representation by

second quantized field operators, **(x,t) and its hermitian conjugate

i|> (x,t). These field operators, of which #+(x,t) is a particle-creation and
H H

* (x,t) a particle-annihilation operator, satisfy the following equal-tine
H

commutation relations

¥(x,t) * (x',t) + *(x',t) * (x,t) = 0
n H n n

•!(x,t) /(x\t) + /(x,t) /(x,t) = 0
H H H H

• (x,t) •*(x',t) + /(ic'.t) * (x,t) = 83(x-x) (3.1)
K H n H

Ve restrict ourselves to two-particle interactions only and therefore the

Hamiltonian H written in terms of field operators is

(3.2)

The equation of motion of an operator A(t) in Heisenberg representation is
n

given by
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ift 3 A (t) = IA (t),H] (3.3)
t H H

For the field operators this equation gives

]
(3.4)

(3.5)

The fundamental quantities for the theory to be set up are Green's

functions. These are expectation values of bilinear products of field

operators. For the moment we concentrate on the most simple one, the

one-particle Green's function. For the non-equilibrium problem, it will

become clear, that it is convenient to introduce four different Green's

functions. These are respectively the causal Green's function gc, the

anti-causal Green's function g* and the correlation functions g* and g*. The

subindex 1 refers to the one-particle nature of these Green's functions.

They are defined as

1))> (3.6)

1))> (3.7)

g'd.l) = jj <*H(1)«J<1')> (3.8)

where the brackets <•> = **? denotes the expectation value obtained by a

weighted SUB with the density operator p, which we already encountered in

* Note about the notation used. The label (k) indicates (it ,t ),

and fi(k-k') • S3(x -x
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the previous chapter (cf. (2.3)). Note that since we work, in the Heisenberg

picture the density operator p is not time-dependent as it was in the

Schrodinger picture. In these expressions Tc represents the usual

chronological time ordering operator and T* the anti-chronological time

ordering operator. The latter has the same sign convention as Tc but orders

the field operators in a reversed way. We have the following relations

gc(ifi) = e(trt;) g'd.i) + e<t;-tx) g'd.i) o.io)

g"<i,r> = e<t;-tx> g'd.i) + ectrt;) g'd.i) o.ii)

These relations also show that of the four quantities (3.6)-(3.9) only two

are independent of each other. Therefore, in general, the complete
c

description of the system is provided by the knowledge of either the pair g*
>

or of g'. Furthermore even the two constituents of these pairs are related

as seen by complex conjugating the Green's functions and their correlation

functions. We find

gc (1,1) = - g ' d M ) (3.12)

g* (1,1) = - gc(l M ) (3.13)

g> (1,1) = - g'd',1) (3.14)

*
g< (1,1) = - g ' d M ) (3.15)

From these relations we see that matrix-elements of causal and anti-causal

Green's functions are related by complex conjugation and that the

correlation functions behave like anti-hermitian matrices.

The correlation function g<(l,l') is of special importance in this

work. The kinetic equations that we derive in this chapter will be

formulated in terms of this correlation function. It describes the density

distribution of the system. This is seen from the following limit
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limg(l,l) = - ^ p(xi,x^,ti) (3.16)

To get some feeling about the structure of the various Green's

functions, we give the expressions for the case of non-interacting particles

(i.e. V=0) in equilibrium. In an infinite homogenous system the Green's

functions depend only upon the difference of their arguments (x^x^). Upon

Fourier transforming with respect to the argument (x^x^), we obtain

iftg'(p) = -2nft n(p)S(«-O (3.17)

iftg'(p) = 2Wk (l-n(p))&(u-e ) (3.18)
p

2

where e = £- is the single-particle energy for the fermions and n(p) the

momentum occupation number of the equilibrium distribution. From the

expressions (3.17) to (3.20) we infer that g* is proportional to the

occupation number of the particles times a delta-function which tells us

that the energy-parameter a equals the single-particle energy e . Later we
p

shall see that this delta-function corresponds to the so-called spectral

function. Next g* is proportional to the occupation number of holes (the

absence of particles) times the sane delta-function. The Green's functions

gc and g* are specific combinations of g* and g*.

In the case of non-equilibrium the situation is far more complex. We

will follow a technique originally proposed by Schwinger1771 and developed

further by Keldysh'7*1 and Craig1*01. In his paper on the Quantum

Oscillator, Schwinger considered a system where the time development in the

forward time direction is governed by different dynamics than the time

development in the reverse direction as is also the case for our

non-equilibrium situation. A way to achieve this is by introducing in the

field equations (3.A) and (3.5) an external field U sensitive to the
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direction of temporal development. Consequently we have to distinguish

fields which are sensitive to this direction. Another way of putting this is

by picturing the fields on the directed contour C of figure 1.

Complex t-plane

C

Fig. 1: The contour C.

From this figure we see that contour C runs from -« to » on the upper

(chronological) branch and them backwards from => to -•» on the lower

(anti-chronological) branch of the real axis. So a point on the contour is

characterized by its (real) time t and a plus or minus sign depending

whether the point lies on the upper or lower branch of the contour.

Fields that are developing in the positive sense are situated on the

upper (+)-branch while fields developing in the negative sense are situated

on the lower (-)-branch. Now when we consider a bilinear product of these

fields (Green's functions) it is clear that we can distinguish four

different combinations depending on which branch the fields are situated. It

will become clear that each of these combinations corresponds to one of

Green's functions (3.6)-(3.9). In order to combine these four functions,

Schwinger introduced a general Green's function G . This general Green's

function is defined on the directed contour C (for more details on these

contours see the book of Mills, ref. [98]) and is path-ordered on it

^ 1) £d))> (3.21)

The path-ordering operator P orders the field operators along the contour in

X From now on the underlining of functions and operators and capital

letters for Green's functions indicate that they are defined on the

directed coutour C of fig.l.
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such a way that field operators further on the contour are put to the left

of less further ones. Again like for Tc and T* there is a sign change

involved for every permutation of the field operators necessary to achieve

the proper ordering. The important property of the Green's function G± is

that it obeys Dyson like equations and one can formulate a diagram expansion

for it. Both are formally similar to that for causal Green's functions in

the case of thermal equilibrium1681.

To illustrate that G generalizes the foregoing functions (3.6-3.9), we

put G into a 2x2 matrix according to the (+/-) signs of the times involved.

G (1,1) G_(l,l)

(3.22)
G (1,1) G (1,1) g' d l ' ) g'g'd.l') g'd.l1)

When both time-arguments of the field operators are on the upper branch,

their proper order reduces to the chronological real-time ordering; in this

case the path-ordered Green's function is simply the causal Green's

function. The same accounts mutatis mutandis for the anti-causal Green's

function. When the two time-arguments are not located on the same branch,

the proper ordering is immediately clear and we get one of the correlation

functions.

2.2. Martin-Schwinger hierarchy and Dyson equation on a contour

To derive equations of motion for the path-ordered Green's functions we

first define the equations of motion of the field operators on the contour

C. We do this by introducing the interaction matrix V on the contour C as

<12|V|l'2-> = ̂ x J V I x ^ x ^ &(trt2) « ( t r r ) «t,-t;) (3.23)

The three delta-functions in definition (3.23) are introduced to ensure that

the interactions are local in time. The delta function 8 on contour C is

defined as

*(t1-t2) = *<
t
1"

tj) i£ hotn *x a"
1"1 l2 *

re <>n the upper branch

-S(t -t ) if both t and t are on the lover branch
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= 0 in other cases (3.24)

The related theta function 0 we define as

9(tj-t2) = 1 if tx lies further on the contour than tz

= 0 otherwise (3.25)

To motivate the unusual definitions of delta and theta function we first

note that integrals along contour C can be divided into two parts

Jdl = Jdl (upper) - Jdl (lover) (3.26)
—a> —OB

The definition (3.24) together with (3.26) ensures that ve retain the usual

property of the delta function

Htx) = Jdt2 6(tx-t2) F(t2) (3.27)
c

The minus sign appearing in front of the lover branch integral is then

exactly compensated by the minus sign in (3.24).

With these definitions it is easy to find the equations of motion of

the field operators on contour C. They are only trivial extensions of the

former expressions (3.4) and (3.5)

H(1) = Jd2dld2' <12|V|12> £(2) * H ( 2 ) ̂ (1) (3.28)
c

s*(l) / ( I ) = Jdld2d2' <12|V|1'2> <£(1) /(2) * ( 2 ) (3.29)

where s(l) = (ift3 + V ^ ) and s*(l) = (-ift3 +

To formulate the Martin-Schvinger hierarchy we introduce the n-particle

path-ordered Green's function

G(l..n,r..n) = ( ^ <P[+H(l)..*H(n) £(n' ). .£(1- )]> (3.30)

The equations of motion for these Green's functions are, with the help of
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equations (3.28) and (3.29), directly found to be*

s(j)G(l..n,l-.n) = X (-l)k~3S(j-k')G(l..j-l j+1..n,l"..(k-1)"(k+1)"..n")

- ift J d ( j
C

(3.31)

s * ( j ) G ( l . . n f r . . n ) = Z (
k i '

k=l

(3.32)

Equations (3.31) and (3.32) establish the hierarchy for path-ordered Green's

functions on the contour C. In the next section we will see that the choice

of the appropriate contour is dictated by the boundary conditions imposed on

the solutions. As a special case of equations (3.31) and (3.32) we obtain

for the causal Green's functions the well-known Martin-Schvinger

hierarchy116'. Since the two are formally identical we shall also refer to

equations (3.31) and (3.32) as the Martin-Schvinger hierarchy. At the n=l

level they are

8(1)43(1,1') = 6(1-1) -ift |d2dl"d2"<12|V|l'2->G(l"2-,l12+) (3.33)

s (l')G(l,l) = 5(1-1") -±h Jd2dl"d2"G(12',l"2-)<l-2"|V|l12> (3.3A)

c

We can formally rewrite these as Dyson equations by introducing the mass

operator £ as follows

s(DG(l,r) = 6(1-1) + J dl" E(1,1")G(1' ,1) (3.35)
c

* We denote k+«(xk,t*) and k~«(xk,t^) where t+(t") indicates a time

infinitesimal later (earlier) along the contour C than t .
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s (1)G(1,1) = 4(1-1') + J dl" G(1,1')E(1",1) (3.36)

c

These Dyson equations can also be derived from first principles by a

perturbation expansion in the interaction picture, see Craig1801 and

Danielewicz1361. Comparison of (3.33) and (3.34) with (3.35) and (3.36)

gives the formal expression for the mass operator

E(l,l) = -ift Jd2dl"d2-dl-<12|V|l"2">G(l"2",l-2+)G"1(l",l') (3.37a)
c

= -ih Jd2dl"d2"dl-G"1(1,1")G(1"2",1"2")<1-2"|V|1'2> (3.37b)
c

These are important relations for they link, the two-particle Green's

function to the mass operator. From equations (3.35) and (3.36) ve infer

that having an expression for the mass operator means ve have solved the

whole problem. Of course ve cannot do this exactly but have to rely on some

approximation. In section 3 ve will determine an approximate form for the

two-particle Green's function. This in turn vill be related to the

corresponding approximate mass operator by the relations (3.37).

Ve remark that for the components of £ similar relations like for the

Green's functions, relations (3.13)-(3.16) apply.

2.3. The equations of motion for g* and g' J_

The purpose of this section is to provide the explicit Green's

functions expressions which serve as a starting point for the derivation of

the kinetic equations. To obtain these, ve take the (+/-)-components of

equation (3.35). tfe find

6(1-1-) + I dl"

s(l)ga(l,l) = -S(l-l) + J dl" I V u . r V a M ' ) - E'(l,l")g'(l",l)j

(3.39)

dl" |V(lfl-)g
c(l-,r) - E'(l,l")g>(l",l)J (3.40)
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These equations can also be expressed in a matrix form. The most convenient

way of doing this is by multiplying all matrices like (3.22) on the right by

the Pauli-matrix (J J). The set (3.85)-(3.41) reduces to

s(D
g c d . l ) -g'

0 -1

dl"

Z'd.l") -f(l,l")

(3.42)

As already pointed out, in non-equilibrium, the complete description of
c >

the system is provided by either the pair g* or the pair g*. The reason for

taking both pairs along is clear from the previous section, namely both

pairs together constitute the path-ordered Green's function G , which is

easily manageable since it obeys simple equations. People familiar with the

equilibrium T=0 Matsubara formalism16*1 will notice that the last term Z<g>

of (3.38) is absent in that formalism. To show that the Schwinger-Keldysh

formalism has the proper T=0 limit, let us consider the case of

thermodynamic equilibrium. Again, like for the equilibrium expressions

(3.17)-(3.20) we consider the Fourier-transformed form. In thermodynamic

equilibrium, Green's functions are defined as ensemble averages with respect

to the grand canonical density operator PG = e ~ ^ " ' with u the chemical

potential and 0~l/kT the inverse temperature. Due to the specific form of

the density operator and the cyclic invariance of the ensemble trace, the

one-particle Green's function possesses a boundary condition which relates

the correlation functions

g<(«o,p) (3.43)

In section 3.2 we will come back to this boundary condition (for more

details see also ref. [17]). Ve will use boundary condition (3.43) to find

the functional forms of g* and g'. To this end we introduce the spectral
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function a(o),p), defined as

a(»,p) = iMg'^p) - g'do.p)) (3.44)

The spectral function relates the energy parameter » to the momentum

dependence. From the expressions (3.17) and (3.18) we find that for the

non-interacting case the spectral function a(«,p) reads

a(w,p) = 2nft S(« - J^) (3.45)

For an interacting system this relation no longer holds. From the equations

(3.43) and (3.44) ve deduce that

g'top) = - i^ a(u>,p)f(») (3.46)

g^w.P) = \% a(co,p)(l-f(»)) (3.47)

where

The function f(») ve recognize as the Fermi-distribution function for energy

a). The functional forms (3.46) and (3.47) will be more general than the

present derivation suggests. We vill also encounter the same form in

non-equilibrium.

Boundary condition (3.43) also shows that in equilibrium only one

Green's function suffices to describe the system completely. In treatments

on equilibrium many-body theory one usually chooses this Green's function to

be the causal one gc, because one can easily formulate a perturbation series

to determine it. In equilibrium it obeys the following equation (from

(3.38))

gc(»,p) = go(«,p) + go(«,P) £C(»,P) gc(«,P) (3.49)

vhere

go(«,p) = s(«,p)"
1 (3.50)

The justification of this equation, which is only valid for T=0, is given by
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considering the functional forms of I* in thermodynamical equilibrium. In

close analogy with expression (3.43) one can show that

(3.51)

It originates from a boundary condition, similar to relation (3.43), on the

two-particle Green's function. The latter is related to the mass operator

(cf. (3.37)). In analogy to the spectral function, we define

r(o),p) » -r,r (^(w.p) - £'(»,[>)) (3.52)
In

and we find from (3.51) and (3.52) the functional forms

£'(»,!>) = - J S r(«,p)f(«) (3.53)

From the expressions (3.47) and (3.53) we conclude that the product l<g>,

appearing in equation (3.38), is proportional to f(w)(l-f(«)). For T=0 this

term gives zero. This justifies equation (3.49) for the causal Green's

function at T=0.

For direct comparison with physical quantities later on, we introduce

retarded (F<+)) and advanced (F1"1) functions. These functions are defined

as

= F^l.l") - F'(l,l) (3.55)

or equivalently as

F ( ± >(1,1) = ± 6 [±(trt;)l C ^ d . l ) - P^l.l')) (3.56)

For future reference we note some relations amongst them.

F 1 + )(l,l) - p'-'d,!') = F'(l,l) - F'd.l') (3.57)
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Re Fl + )(l,lf) = Re F(~'(l,r) = J(F ( + >(1,1') + F'"'(1,1')] (3.58)

Ira F< + )(1,1') = -Im F("'(l,l') = Jt- (F( + )(l,l#) - F(~'(lfr)} (3.59)

With these definitions we rewrite the set (3.38)-(3.41) plus the set of

equations obtained from the operation of the adjoint operator s* on the

Green's functions. The two sets are rewritten as

s(l)g'(l,l-> = J dr|V+'(l,l")g*(lM')+£><(lfl-)g
(~l(l\l')l (3.60)

(3-61)

s(l)g(±)(l,l) = 6(1-1) + J dl" E
(±1(l,l-)g(±)(lM') (3.62)

s*(l)g(±)(l,l) = 8(1-1) + J dl" g(±'(l,l-)E<:!:>(l-fl-) (3.63)
—CO

Equations (3.60) and (3.61) are known as the Kadanoff-Baym equations1111.

They were derived by these authors by means of an analytic continuation from

the imaginary-time domain. The Kadanoff-Baym equations contain both

information on the general form of the kinetic equation as well as on the

corresponding spectral properties of the system. The kinetic equation we

acquire by subtracting equations (3.61) from (3.60). A transparent form of

it results when all real quantities are collected on the left hand side and

the imaginary quantities on the right hand side. From properties
>

(3.12)-(3.15) and definitions (3.55) we deduce that g^ are purely imaginary

while E(±) have both a real and an imaginary part. Carrying out these

separations we obtain
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To complete the kinetic equation (3.64) we need expressions for the

components of the mass operator £. These expressions are the topic of the

next section. From the considerations given in there it will turn out that
>

ReE( + ) describes the mean-field, while E* are to be interpreted as collision

rates. When the mass operator £ is taken in the so-called T-approximation

(cf. section 3), kinetic equation (3.64) is similar to the

Brueckner-Boltzmann equation (2.44) of the preceeding chapter. Furthermore

we shall prove that in that approximation the conservation lavs of number

and energy are exactly obeyed by the kinetic equation (3.64).

The spectral properties of the system under consideration are found

from the spectral function. We already gave its definition in equilibrium,

equation (3.44). More generally, we define the spectral function as

a(l.l-) = ift (g'd.l) - g^l.l)) (3.65a)

= ift < g m ( l , r ) -g("'(l,l)) (3.65b)

As a consequence of commutation relations (3.1), the spectral function

satisfies the following relation

lim a(l,l) = 83(Xi - x^) (3.66)

From definition (3.65a) we see that the spectral function is in principle

given by the Kadanoff-Baym equations. However it is more conveniently found

by using expression (3.65b) for the equations of motion for g( ', equations

(3.62) and (3.63) are uncoupled which make them easy to solve. In fact this

again illustrates the usefulness of introducing retarded and advanced

functions.

2.4. Wigner representation and gradient expansion

The kinetic equation (3.64), although very general, is highly

unpractical because it takes the full non-local behaviour into account. In

this subsection we discuss the gradient expansion, a semi-classical

approximation, which aims to simplify equations like (3.64) by expanding

around a local space-time point. However, at each space-time point, we want

to preserve certain energy and momentum dependences. This is facilitated by

working in the mixed or Signer representation. Let h(t ,x ,t'x') be an
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arbitrary one-body function. Defining nev variables T, R, t and r by

T = Utl + t;> R ^ i

t = tl - t; r = xx - x;

we introduce the Wigner-trans form of h by Fourier-transforming only the

relative variables

ipr

h(p,R) = Jd*r e"*" h(r,R) (3.67)

where

h(r,R) = h(T + %t,R + %r,T - %t,R - to) (3.68)

In the following, T and R are considered as the local coordinates around

which we vill expand. Inspecting the kinetic equation (3.64), ve observe

that only products of a Green's function and a self-energy appear. Let us

consider such a product H

With the help of the nev variable r'=x"-x', the Vigner-transform of H is

written as
ipr

H(p,R) = J d*r e h H(r,R)

ipr

= J d4rd4r' e ^ ^ E(r-r',R + te) g(r',R + %(r-r)) (3.70)

Before proceeding ve consider the behaviour of the functions £ and g as a

function of the nev variables. Ve assuae that all the Green's functions g

are smooth functions of the relative space-time variable (t,r) and thus a

sharply peaked functions in their Fourier-transformed (tt(p) variables. In

the case of non-interacting particles, this behaviour is apparent from

expression (3.17). In general, relying on a quasi-par tide approximation

implies this behaviour. For the self-energy £ the assumption is just the

* Ve use the four-vector notation R«(T\R), P«(fi7P), r«(t7r), p»(u7p) and

x =(tl?x ). And furthermore p-rmut-p-r and 3 A-8rB=3wA3tB-7 A-v^B.
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other way around, sharply peaked in (t,r) and smooth in («,p). This last

behaviour reflects the short ranged, strongly repulsive character of the

interaction vhich generates these strong fluctuations in (t,r). Here we find

some inconsistency in the work of Kadanoff and Baym'111 where it is assumed

that both the self-energy and the Green's function are sharply peaked in

(t,r), in contrast with the use later on of the quasi-particle

approximation. It is clear that in their considerations assumption and

approximation are incompatible.

Let us now see, what we can conclude for product H in expression

(3.70), on the basis of the assumed functional dependences of both

functions. Since Z is sharply peaked around r-r'=0 and this r-r' is exactly

added to the local variable R in the Green's function, we may expand the

latter one according to

g(r",R + %(r'-r) = g(r",R) + ^(r'-r)-^ g(r,R) (3.71)

ipr ipr'

From this we also conclude that r=r" and therefore we have e = e . B y

virtue of the behaviour of these exponentials, the remaining expression is

sharply peaked around r'-O and we may also expand the self-energy

E(r-r\R + Ha) * E(r-r',R) + *r"-9R E(r-r.R) (3.72)

When these approximate expressions are substituted into (3.70), it is

possible to perform the Fourier-transform and we obtain

H(p,R) - £(p,R)g(p,R) + i2(3 E(p,R)-3 g(p,R) - 3 E(p,R)-9 g(p,R)) (3.73)

We shall refer to the approximation (3.73) as the gradient

approximation. It is an approximation to first order in the gradients. When

applying the gradient expansion to kinetic equation (3.64), we obtain the

result

- in{E<(p,R),Reg<+)(p,R)} - E>(p,R)g<(p,R) - E<(p,R)g>(p,R) (3.74)

where the (four-vector) Poisson-bracket is defined as
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{A,B} = 3 A - 3 B - 8 A-3 B (3.75)
p R K p

This kinetic equation vas first derived by Kadanoff and Bays'171. Again,

what lacks are the expressions for the self-energy ReI1+) and
>

collision-rates Z*. From the expressions of the collision rates in thermal

equilibrium, equations (3.53) and (3.54), ve see that they are consistent

with the equilibrium condition resulting from (3.74). It implies that the

right hand side of equation (3.74) is equal to zero i.e. there is no net

effect of the collisions and ve have a situation of detailed balance.

Ve note that before Fourier-transforming the relative space-time

variable, energy is fully conserved. This may not necessarily be true after

the Fourier-transformation when invoking the gradient approximation. The

reason is that through this approximation the time dependence of the

equation is changed. Since time dependence is coupled to energy dependence

by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, the kinetic equation might violate

the energy conservation lav. Energy conversation should therefore be

carefully checked for this case.

The spectral properties of a system are determined by the spectral

function a, which in the Vigner representation is defined as

a(p,R) = ift (g^p.R) - g^p.R)) (3.76a)

= ih (g'+1(p,R) - g'^P.R)) (3.76b)

In this representation property (3.66) takes the form of a sum rule

J J£ a(p,R) = 1 (3.77)
2 ft

For non-equilibrium situations ve define a function F(p,R) by the following

relations

g'(p.R) = -(^) a(p,R) F(p,R) (3-78)

g*(p,R) = I* a(p,R) (1 - F(p,R)) (3.79)
III v J

Note that relation (3.76a) is satisfied. In fact, the only thing ve did vas

replacing the tvo general functions g* and g^ by tvo others, a and F. Still,
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it makes sense to do this. Ve already know that in thermodynamic equilibrium

(see (3.46) and (3.47)), g* and g* take this form where F is the

Fermi-distribution function. For the non-equilibrium case it turns out that

the spectral properties are given by a and the distribution function by F.

This will become clear in the next sections. To obtain an expression for a,

we add equations (3.62) and (3.63), Fourier-transform them and take the

gradient expansion. Ve find

(« - ^ ) gl:fcl(P,R) = 1 + J:(±)(P,R) g(±)(P.R) (3.80)

The solutions of these equations are familiar

g(±)(p,R) = 5 (3.81)

and enable us to find the spectral function from the defining equation

(3.76b),

a(p,R) = ift
2i Im E < + )

( + l(pR)) 2 + (ImE( + )(p,R))2

(3.82)

Ve observe that the spectral function has a Lorentzian form. The width of

the distribution is determined by Im£J+> and the shift by Rel|+). These two

quantities are not independent of one another but are connected by a

dispersion relation which will be given in the next section. In the special

case that ImEJ*'« Rej|+) the spectral function takes the form

a(p,R) = 2nh6((D - jljj - ReI(+'(p,R)) (3.83)

This important limit is known as the quasi-particle approximation. In

section 4 this approximation is discussed in detail.

Although the derivation given above of the spectral function is by far

the most simple one, it is instructive to reconsider it and use form

(3.76a). Por this form we need the kinetic equations for g* and g* in the

gradient approximation, equations (3.74). Vhen subtracting one from the

other, we end up with a defining equation for the spectral function
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, a(p,R)}

'(p,R), Reg(+>(p,R)} = 0 (3.84)

It is not surprising that the solution of this differential equation is

again given by equation (3.82), as it should. However, the interesting point

is that the spectral function is determined solely by the left hand

(drift-term) side of the kinetic equation (3.74). The contributions from the

right hand side (collision-term) cancel out. The corresponding terms in

equation (3.82) and (3.84) are clear. By comparing both we find the

connection between the terms on the left hand side of the kinetic equation

(3.74) and the general form of the spectral function, equation (3.82). In

summary, the terms in the left hand side of kinetic equation (3.74) are from

left to right: a term determining the time development, a kinetic term, a

mean-field term and a peculiar term (the last one) that gives rise to the

spreading width in the spectral function. We should be aware of this

connection when dealing with approximations on the level of the spectral

properties.

2.5. Analytic properties and dispersion relations

In this section we study the analytic properties of the Green's

functions by considering the expressions for complex o». Up to now, we only

considered real w's which suffices when the imaginary part of the

self-energy Im£(+> is zero, because then the spectral function a(w) (eq.

3.82) only has poles for real a. In our discussion on the applicability of

the Boltzmann equation to nucleus-nucleus collisions, we shall argue that in

most practical cases it is not justified to put ImE(+l equal to zero.

Consequently we have to consider the equations for complex u. We begin to

discuss the analytic structure of gc±l. From the fact that g<+) is zero for

t<0, we conclude that g(+l(») is analytic in the upper half plane and that

g< + )(w) in the complex to plane only has poles in the lower half plane. These

poles » are given by the solution of the equation

5 = S= + Z(+'(£ ) (3.85)
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We note that the convergence factor ie in expression (3.81) is only relevant

vhenever ImEl+) is equal to zero. By a similar reasoning ve conclude that

g(~' has only poles « in the upper half plane at

u_ = §5 + It"'<5_) (3.86)

and is analytic in the lover half plane. From expression (3.81) and the
forgoing considerations, ve deduce the property

g(+'(») = <g'"V »* (3-87)

vhich is valid for all <*, except « real.

Another interesting conclusion can be drawn from equation (3.56) in Vigner

representation. For g' ' ve find

g' '(P.R) = ift / - ^ — (3.88a)
(2itn) « - W ± ie

a(p',R)(2irt)383(p-p)

(2ift)4 » - <B" t i e
ift | JL2 (3.88b)

Thus both g' + ) and g'~' have a branch cut along the vhole real axis in the

u-plane. Again, the poles constituting this branch cut lie for g'+) only in

the lover half plane vhile for gl-> only in the upper half plane. The branch

cuts are of importance when considering contour integration along a contour

in the complex o plane. From expression (3.88b) ve derive the relation

betveen the real and imaginary part of the Green's function, the so-called

dispersion relation

l + 1 d V a(P'>R)(2nft)363(p"-p")
Re g( + )(p,R) = ?l - U L - (3.89)

(2nft)4 » - »'

vhere ve used the fact that a(p,R) = -2ft Img( + >(p,R).

In an analogous vay ve derive the dispersion relation for the self-energy

t Here 9 denotes the principle value of the integral.
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Re E( + )(p,R) = -2ft ?l -i-E (3.90)
(2nft) » - «' •

Finally, the dispersion relation (3.89) also shows the behaviour of Reg<+>

for large values of u . For

Re g( + )<«) - ̂ 7>J -111 - a(p\R) (2iA)3S3(p-p')

where we used the sun rule (3.77) of the spectral function.

2.6. Spectral function and kinetic equation for complex w

In this subsection we derive the equation for the spectral function and

the kinetic equation for the case thatwe do not invoke the quasi-particle

approximation but rather take the complete spectral function (3.82) into

account.

We recapitulate the kinetic equation (3.74) and the equation for the

spectral function (3.84) and write them as

(3.92)

= 0 (3.93)

with

(Reg^Uc*))"1 = » - 25 " ReEl+)(«) (3.94)

In each equation there is one term (the term where Reg<+)(«) appears in the

Poisson bracket) which is not immediately interpretable. To gain more

insight in this term we consider the integral

H(«) Re g(+>(«) (3.95)
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where the arbitrary function H(») is analytic and has no poles. Its

behaviour at |»|-» is such that the product H(»)Regl + l(«) goes to zero

faster than -. The contours C and C are drawn in figure 2. In the complex

u-plane we use ReE( + 1 s "fe(E + -t-E ~ ) and

Complex to-plane

Fig. 2: The contours C and C .

By using the fact that g<+l is analytic in the upper and g(-> in the lower

half plane, we deduce the property

I m (3.96)

Since we neglect second-order gradients, we conclude also that the relation

f rar{H(»),Regl+>(»)} • + «ir f TO lH(»),a(«)) (3.97). 1 f d«

is valid. Furthermore we note that

t m H<w>a<»> (3.98)

(»=*).



where the poles w are defined in (3.85) and (3.86).

Relation (3.97) enables us to rewrite the equation of motion of the spectral

function as

2

J S i tw ' 21 - £<?)<»).a(<o)} = 0 (3-99)
c+

From this equation we see that in the equation for the spectral function

(3.84), the second Poisson bracket term accounts for the imaginary part of

the self-energy.

Ve discuss the kinetic equation in the case of local equilibrium. In
>

that case the collision rates E* are

E^P.R) = - \% r(p,R) F(p,R) (3.100)

E^p.R) = ̂  r(p,R) (l-F(p,R)) (3.101)

where

T(p,R) = -2ft Im E<+l(p,R) (3.102)

and consequently the collision term of equation (3.92) is zero. Upon contour

integrating equation (3.92) we obtain

W } - ift {E\Reg(+'}] = 0 (3.103)

-J %z |a{(Reg ( + ))-\F} + F{(Reg1+)r1,a} + 2ft

+ 2ft ImE(+l{F,Reg(+1}l

_J j ^ ra{(Reg1+>)-\F} ? i ImE<+l {a,F}l = 0 (3.104)
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where we used the results (3.97) and (3.99). The spectral function has the

structure

2 f t I E ^ N = ( w _ P^.Rej; '^) 2
 + (ImE« + ' ) 2

 ( 3 . i 05 )

By taking the C contribution of equation (3.104) we obtain the equation

(see appendix C)

1 1
— {(«''') ,F} + -

uV^1

_ = 0 (3.106)

Equation (3.106) is the kinetic equation in local equilibrium. When Im£l+I

is equal to zero, only the first term contributes, therefore the second and

third term are correction terns for the case ImE(+) is non-negligible.

Finally we consider the case where collisions are included. By

reconsidering the left hand side of equation (3.92), we remark that in the

collisionless quasi-equilibrium case we already knew the expression for the

collision rate £*. Since this is no longer the case we call the deviation

from equilibrium X(p,R), so

^(p.R) = - ̂  r(p,R) F(p,R) + X(p,R) (3.107)

It is easy to show that

X(p,R) = ift [z<(p,R)g>(p,R) - E>(p,R)g<(p,R)ja-1(P,R)

fl-F<pfR)l + Z
>(p,R)F(p,R) (3.108)

from which we conclude that X(p,R) is exactly the collision term.

Defining x(p,R) by X(p,R) • x(p,R) a~x(p,R) we show that X(p,R) does not

contribute to the drift term. This is seen by considering the term
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I {X.Reg l - j i j j ^ {X,a}
C
+

i "X««->]

- x r

The resulting expression constitutes a higher order term (second order

derivatives) since the quantity x being equal to the collision term can

equivalently be expressed as a Poisson bracket by using the kinetic

equation. In this way it is easy to see that this term should be neglected

in the gradient approximation. As a result, the complete kinetic equation

reads

+ z^%(i-3wE
(-)){(g(+)r1,F} -

_ (3.109)

where we defined the strength functions

1
Z+(P,R) = + (3.110)

l t

Ve will come back on these equations after ve discussed the explicit

expressions for the self-energies and collision rates.

3. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SELF-ENERGIES

In this section we derive the expressions for the self-energies first

for a pure mean-field theory and later for a theory vith both mean-field and

collision effects. The self-energies are directly related to the two-body

Green's function. Since for the latter we have equations of motion at our

disposal, we will concentrate on this object and try to find expressions for

it in terms of one-body Green's functions.
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3.1. Hartree and Hartree-Pock

As we already mentioned in the previous chapter, the most trivial

expression for a two-body Green's function in terms of one-body Green's

functions, consists of a simple factorization. In this way we distinguish

the Hartree (or mean-field) prescription

G(12,l-2) = G(1,1)G(2,2) (3.111)

and the Hartree-Fock one

G(12,1'2) = G(1,1')G(2,2) - G(l,2')G(2,1') (3.112)

Clearly, only the last expression is anti-symmetric. Using the defining
equations (3.37), we immediately obtain explicit expressions for the
self-energy in each case. In the Hartree approximation the self-energy reads

E ( l , l ) = -ift <12|V|l'2-> G(2",2+) (3.113)

and for the Hartree-Fock approximation we have

1(1,1-) = -ift [<12|V|l-2-> - <12|V|2-1>1 G(2,2+) (3.114)

These expressions are presented in a pure (x,t)-representation. However,
because of the locality in time and the non-locality in space of the
interaction, i t i s sometimes convenient to use a notation where the space
and time dependences are separated. In that notation a l l quantities are
non-local operators in a Hilbert x-space while the time arguments wil l be
denoted explicit ly. The subindex on the operators labels on vhich particle
of the state that the operator works. In this notation the expressions
(3.113) and (3.114) are respectively

yV; i 2 r ; j ^ * ( 3 . 1 1 5 )

and

= -ift Tr
( 2 )

Tr
( 2 )

where Tr denotes a trace taken only over the x-coordinate. In the kinetic

equation, we have to know the expressions for I* and Z{±}. For the
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Hartree-Fock case they can be extracted from expression (3.116). Ve find
>

^ ( t x , t ; ) = 0 (3.117)

E i ± l ( t i ' t i ) - ' i h T r V
l 2

6 ( t
l -

t i > 1 < i2g! ( t i ' t i ) (3.118)
< 2 )

The Hartree approximation gives the sane expressions except for the operator

A which is absent. Both Hartree and Hartree-Fock are conserving

approximations i.e. they respect the conservation lavs.

In the next section ve shall expand on these results and discuss for

both cases the corresponding kinetic equations. It vill turn out that in

both cases ve have a pure mean-field theory i.e. collisions are not

accounted for. A more complete theory, dealing both vith mean-field and

collision effects, is the subject of the remainder of this section.

3.2. Boundary conditions

In order to find a theory treating both mean-field and collision

effects in a consistent way, ve consider the Martin-Schvinger hierarchy for

path-ordered Green's function. A consistent description vill be generated

automatically by an approximation for the tvo-particle Green's function. In

constructing this approximation ve have to keep in mind to end up vith a

conserving approximation. With this approximate Green's function ve find a

kinetic equation as veil as the corresponding effective interaction. The

equations are such that a complete solution of the problem demands the

solution of both the kinetic equation and the effective interaction. Before

ve treat the tvo-particle Green's function itself, ve study in this

subsection its boundary conditions.

All the equations of motion in the Martin-Schvinger hierarchy are first

order differential equations in tine. In order to fix their solutions

unambiguously ve need boundary conditions. Since ve consider a theory where

only tvo-particle correlations are included, ve only need the first tvo

equations of the hierarchy. Therefore ve need a boundary condition for the

one-particle and the tvo-particle Green's function only. It is instructive

to discuss first hov these are obtained in the case of thermodynamical

equilibrium.

In thermodynamical equilibrium Green's functions are defined as
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ensemble averages with respect to the grand canonical density operator

p =e~™ ~v"\ Causal Green's functions defined by this density operator

were first introduced by Matsubara'761. Due to the specific form of the

density operator the one-particle Matsubara Green's functions possesses a

boundary condition which relates its one-particle correlation components

S'<l,l')lt.t - - e * G ' d . l ) |t =t .p (to real) (3.119)

This relation (first derived by K U D O 1 " 1 ) is a result of the cyclic

invariance of the trace in the ensemble average and the formal similarity
—itH fl&

betveen the time-development operator e and the weight factor e of

the grand-canonical average. For the two-particle Green's function it is not

so easy to find a boundary condition like (3.119) directly. It becomes

necessary to introduce a contour on which the Green's functions are

restricted and on which one can easily formulate a boundary condition. This

contour (̂  (see fig. 3) allows only purely imaginary time arguments for the

Green's functions. From figure 3 we see that the time arguments t are

restricted to the interval to<t<to-i0 (to real). The path-ordered Green's

functions defined on contour C^ then satisfy the boundary conditions

t -t ' " • W G < 1 . 1 ' ) L t ,
i~ o i l o

G(12,l-2)| , = - e
1 o

fti

(3.120)

(3.121)
1 0

Complex t-plane Complex t-plane

Fig. 3: The contour C Fig. 4: The contour C .
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These are known as the Kubo-Nartin-Schvinger (KHS) boundary conditions'17'.

From this intermezzo on thernodynamical equilibrium, we see that there is a

close connection between the boundary condition imposed on the Green's

functions and their defining directed contour.

In the case of a non-equilibrium system, the situation is different.

Clearly, the imaginary-time Green's functions are not appropriate to

describe this situation since now real times are involved explicitly.

Moreover the density operator is different from the grand canonical one.

Therefore the KMS boundary conditions are no longer valid. Kadanoff and

Baym1171 were the first to find a way out of this problem. They assume the

system being in thermodynamical equilibrium at times long before the

evolution starts. In this equilibrium stage the system is described by the

imaginary-time Green's functions subject to the KMS-boundary conditions. The

real-time Green's functions are obtained by performing an analytic

continuation from the imaginary time axis to the real time axis. To this end

they deform contour C into contour C (see fig. 4) and then take the limit

tQ—». In this limit the contribution of contour C to contour C becomes

vanishingly small because Green's functions vanish for large time

differences (for a discussion of this point see Mills19"1 and Craig"7'). In

this limit there is no longer a distinction between Green's functions

defined on C or on C (fig. 1).

The foregoing discussion illustrates that an approach based on

real-time Green's functions, obtained by an analytic continuation of

imaginary-time Green's functions, amounts to taking a cumbersome route. It

is clear that this whole enterprise was undertaken only to avoid the

formulation of boundary conditions for real-time Green's functions. Hence,

since we decided to restrict ourselves to work with real-time Green's

functions only, we have to formulate boundary conditions for them. This

however, is quite similar to the situation we encountered in the previous

chapter and we shall be guided by the approach taken there.

The boundary condition for the one-particle Green's function is

determined by the initial state of the system. The equation of motion of the

one-particle Green's function only describes the evolution in time given an

initial distribution. So the boundary condition for the one-particle Green's

function is this function itself at times before the evolution starts. One

therefore needs the one-particle Green's function corresponding to the
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initial state. In the previous chapter we already noted that this initial

state could either be a mixed or a pure one.

For the boundary condition of the two-particle Green's function we use

the analogue of Boltzmann's assumption of molecular chaos (StoSzahlansatz).

This boundary condition was first formulated by Bogoliubov161 in terms of

density matrices. In the theory of real-time Green's functions it was used

by Kremp et al.|9*'9S1, and expressed as a factorisation of the two-particle

causal Green's function

lim gc(12,12')lt =t =t = g e(l,l) ge(2,2) - g c(l,2) gc(2,l) (3.122)

0 f=f=t +

1 2 0

Ve believe that the assumption of molecular chaos is an essential ingredient

of a Boltzmann-like kinetic equation. However, except for the work of Kremp

et al., in the treatments presented up to now it is not considered at all,

so it remains unclear whether or not it is satisfied. Ve will treat it

explicitly in our formalism of path-ordered Green's functions.

The discussion of the imaginary-time Green's functions was meant to

illustrate the close connection betveen boundary conditions and choice of

the directed contour. Ve will see that here the same situation applies. Due

to the specific form of contour C our boundary condition (3.121) is

automatically satisfied.

Condition (3.121) is certainly not an exact property of the

tvo-particle Green's function. Firstly, it excludes the formation of bound

states. To include them, the proper boundary condition is163"651

lim gc(12,l'2)|t = ge<l,l)gc(2,2) - gc(l,2)gc(2,l) + gc(12,l'2)
*„"*-• 1 i~ 0 bound

(3.123)

Secondly, as explained in the introduction, the boundary condition is only

valid in the weak-coupling limit and only when the resulting equation is

interpreted as a coarse-grained one. This is the same situation as we

encountered in chapter 2. As in that chapter, the mathematical limit in

(3.122) of tg - -<*> should be interpreted as a time long compared to the

interaction time x but short compared to the macroscopic relaxation time
int
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scale. An indication for this macroscopic time scale is the average time

between colli:

times exists.

between collisions TQ. The weak-coupling limit assumes that such a range of

3.3. Truncation of the hierarchy

In order to get an expression for the path-ordered tvo-particle Green's

function G , we consider the Martin-Schvinger hierarchy. Mathematically

this hierarchy is different from the hierarchy of reduced density operators

in the sense that in the former one all time-arguments can in principle be

different. We want an expression for G without loss of generality i.e.

without fixing any of these time-arguments. To achieve this we apply the

operator s twice on G . With the help of the Martin-Schwinger hierarchy

(3.31) we obtain in this way the exact equation (repeated indices are summed

and integrated over contour C).

s(l)s(2)G(12,l'2) = [6(1-1')6(2-2) - ift 6(1-1")<23|V|2"3'>G(2"3-f2
13*)

- ift «(2-2")<13|V|l"3">G(l"3-,l"3+)l|i2f + ift <12|V|l'2-> Gd'2',1-2
1)

+ (-ift)2<13|V|l-3"X24|V|2-4"> G(l"2-3-4", 1'2'3*4+) (3-124)

In this equation, except for one four-particle Green's function, only

two-particle Green's functions appear. We will linearize the equation by

approximating the four-particle term. The solution of the resulting equation

will be an approximate two-particle Green's function G (the wiggle denotes

this approximation). Subsequently this G will generate an approximate

one-particle Green's function G through the relation

s(l) 6(1,1") = 6(1-1) -ift <12|V|l"2-> G(l-2-,l"2+) (3.125)

At the same time the approximated G generates an approximated mass

operator I . The result is a consistent set of equations

s(l) 6(1,1") = 6(1-1) + f(l.l-) G(l*,l") (3.126)

The subscript | for an arbitrary expression F, indicates the

anti-symmetric expression F(12)li2 = F(12) - F(21)).
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-ift <12|V|1"2"> G(l"2-,l-2+) G~l(l-,1) (3.127)

This set is consistent because all quantities appearing in it are generated

by the same approximated two-particle Green's function. Therefore we drop

the wiggles from now on.

Truncation of the Martin-Schwinger hierarchy at some order is achieved

by factorisation of appearing higher-order Green's functions. Ve truncate

the hierarchy at the two-particle level. Therefore we need a factorisation

prescription for the three-particle and higher order Green's functions.

In the previous chapter, we encountered a similar problem. Instead of

repeating the arguments in all detail for the present case, we construct the

appropriate answers by induction, guided by the density operator.

The equation governing the two-particle Green's function, equation

(3.124), simplifies in the extreme dilute limit to

s(l)s(2)G(12, 1 2 ) = 8(1-1")S(2-2')I1.2, + ift<12|V|l"2">G(l"2-,12')

(3.128)

and parallels equation (2.14). Realizing that in that limit equation (3.125)

takes the form

s(l)G(l,l) = S(l-l') (3.129)

we find the solution for equation (3.128) to be

G(12,1'2-) = A(12,l"2")G(l",l)G(2-,2) (3.130)

where

A(12,l-2) = S(l-l)5(2-2)| r 2,

+ ift A(12,l-2")G(l",l-)G(2-,2")<l-2-|V|l-2> (3.131)

Note that the anti-symmetrical properties of G are fully taken into

account by the quantity A.

Now including mean-fields in the treatment and going beyond the extreme

dilute limit results in the following functional form for G
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' 2 ) = A(12,l"2")G(l"fl)G(2"F2) (3.132)

vith Ai2 still unknown (see the equivalent equation (2.22)). Furthermore,

comparing (2.22) and (2.25) we conclude from (3.132) that the three-particle

Green's function has the following functional form

G(123, l '2 '3) = A<3'(123,l-2"3-)G(l",l')G(2",2) (3.133)

which i s the counterpart of equation (2.25). Continuing this line of
reasoning we approximate the trace term as

- ih <13|V|l-3">G(l"23-,l-2-3+) » £<1,1") G(1'2,1'2) (3.134)

A similar truncation was performed in the density operator formalism (cf.

(2.29b)). Note that, unlike in expression (2.29b), here ve do not have terms

which result from the interchange of the anti-symmetrization operator and

the Heller operator because the function A<3> is fully anti-symmetric
—123

itself. By the same considerations we have for the four-particle Green's

function

(- ih)2 <13|V|1"3"> <24|V|2"4"> G(l'2"3"4",1'2'3*4+)

«s - 1ft

= E(l,l") 2(2,2-) G(l-2-,l'2) (3.135)

Ve remark that in the evaluated expression we integrate over the indices 1",

2", 3", 4", 3 and 4, leaving only 1, 2, 1' and V as independent variables.

These approximations lead to the so-called T-approximation in a

non-perturbative way. It is an approximation where only two-particle

correlations are taken into account, which is established by decoupling the

particles which appear in traces (particle 3 and 4) from the interacting

particles (particles 1 and 2). As will be proven in section 5, the

T-approximation is a conserving approximation, i.e. it respects the

conservation laws. Evidently this is a necessary condition for any kinetic

theory. With the help of (3.134) and (3.135) we rewrite eq. (3.124) as
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s(l)s(2)G(12,l'2) = [&(l-l)&(2-2)-ift6(l-l')<23|V|2-3">G(2"3-,23+)

- ift 5(2-2" X n i V l l ' S ^ G d ' S M ' S * ) ] ^ . ^

+ ift<12|V|l"2->G(l"2M'2') + S(1,

8(1-1'

8(1-1' )S(2-2'

-,l'2) (3.136)

By taking the last step in equation (3.136), we used the second equation in

the Martin-Schvinger hierarchy vith approximation (3.134). If ve invert

equation (3.126) we find for the inverse of G

G'^l.l) = s(l) 5(1-1) - E(l,l) (3.137)

Using this relation, we rewrite equation (3.136) as

G"1(1,1")G"1(2,2")G(1"2-,1'2) = 8(1-1')5(2-2') |i>jr

+ ift<12|V|l-2->G(l"2",l'2') (3.138)

By employing the same method on the adjoint equation of (3.124) we obtain

the analogue result
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- ,2'

6(1-1')6(2-2-) | ifjt+iftG(12,1-2')<1'2" | VH'2'> (3.139)

3.4. Solution for the two-particle Green's function

In order to find a solution of equations (3.138) and (3.139), we

multiply the former from the left and the latter from the right with G G .

The result is

(3.140)

The equivalence of both equations can easily be checked by iteration. Of

course, equation (3.140) is not the most general solution of the

differential equations (3.138) and (3.139) but rather the one where the

solution of the homogeneous equation is set to zero. However, we are not

seeking the most general solution but rather the one which satisfies our

boundary condition (3.122). This boundary condition, now expressed in terns

of path-ordered Green's functions on contour C, reads

lim G(12,l-2)| = G(1,1)G(2,2)-G(1,2)G(2,1) (3.141)
t - -<» 1 JO

° t'-f-t*
to upptt branch 1 2 0

Ve remark again that this boundary condition is a particular choice and

certainly not an exact property. Note that it only accounts for approximated

(wiggled) Green's functions. It is of little use to express it in tens of

exact one's since in the truncated hierarchy they are not at cur disposal

anymore. So boundary condition (3.141) should really be seen as a statement

of the physics involved and therefore its validity is restricted to the

specific systems discussed in the introduction.

In subsection 3.2 we remarked that by the choice of contour C, the
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boundary condition was automatically satisfied. To prove this statement, we

show that the second terms on the right hand side of equations (3.140)

vanish in the limit in question

u. i* jdtjdt2dt;dt- G^.t^vtpv^r-rwr-rwtj-t;)
t -• -• c

to upp«c branch

= u . »J*t;fi1(tt.t;)ca<tt.t;)?iasla(t;t;1t;t;)
t - -• c
0

to uppar branch

0

= 0 (3.142)

The contour integration of t" gives two equal but opposite contributions. So

we see that due to the very specific form of contour C these contributions

cancel. In conclusion, we remark that the approximated expression (3.140) of

the two-particle Green's function complies with the boundary condition

(3.141).

3.5. Introduction of the T-matrix

Ve introduce the T-uatrix on contour C formally as

(3.143)

Again we note that the Green's functions are approximated ones. By iteration

it follows for the time structure of the T-matrix that
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^ J ^ t ; ) ! ^ ^ 6(trt2) 6(t;-t;) (3.U4)

This fact is used later on when we introduce a representation where only the *

time-arguments are explicitly denoted.

The T-tnatrix enables us to write the important quantities of the theory

in expressions which involve only the one-particle Green's functions. This

approximation is called the T-approximation.

The connection between the two-particle Green's function and the

T-matrix is easily found to be

i 2 2 1 ) (3.145)

and

G(12fl"2")<l'2"|V|l'2'> = G(l,l")G(2 f2-)<l-2"|T|l f2'>| i i 2 , (3.146)

Therefore both expressions (3.140) are identical to

(3.147)
Ve conclude this section with the expression of the mass operator in

T-approximation. From equation (3.37) we infer that these relations are

£(1,1') = -ift [<12|T|l'2->-<12|T|2"l'>]G(2-,2+) (3.148a)

= -i)i G(2",2#) [<12"|T|1'2>-<2'1|T|1'2>] (3.148b)

These expressions show that the Hartree and the Hartree-Fock approximations

are limiting cases of the T-approximation. The T-approximation has already

been given by a number of authors'17'36'92'941 but except for Kremp et

al.'94'951, all authors simply propose the approximation in a perturbative

way by summing all the ladder diagrams. The work of Kremp et al. is the most

complete although in their treatment they make, at some point of the

derivation, an obscure transition from free to medium-effected Green's

functions.

Finally, we give the explicit expressions for the self-energy and the
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collision rates. Ve can obtain these from the general expression (3.148a),

which can be rewritten as

I (t , t ) = -ift Tr ^ ( t ^ r ^ ^ ( t ^ , ^ ) (3.149)
1 1 1 (2)

In general, the T-matrix has four time-arguments. From property (3.144) we

know that only two of them are different. In equation (3.149) ve used that

property to remove the two redundant time arguments. From the time structure

of the T-matrix it is clear that anti-symmetry is only relevant in the

operator space and thus is effected by the operator A (see footnote eq.

(2.10)). From expression (3.149) we deduce

> > <
£*(t ,f) = -ift Tr T* (t ,f)A g^t'.t ) (3.150)
1 1 1 t a ) 12 X 1 12 2 1 I

(3.151)

The expression for the appearing T-matrices can be found from definition

(3.143). They read

O v * ; ) - *„«*.-«;>+ ift j d t ; v O v ' X f <*;'<;> <3-152)

TL<v«;> - *»idt;dti K V ^ K K ^ I ' ^ K * <*:>*? <3-153>

Here we used the components of the operator G which is defined as

The related Green's functions g(±> are defined as•ti>K«ia<
t
1»

ti> " S ^ V ' p ) (3.155)

Written in this way it is not immediately clear what the equations (3.152)

exactly describe. However, in the Wigner representation it will be apparent

that these are the very general Brueckner-Galitskii scattering operators.

They describe the effective interactions in a medium. Equations (3.153) can

be viewed as a generalized optical theorem.
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4. KINETIC EQUATIONS

In this section ve will construct explicitly the kinetic equations

corresponding to the various approximations for the mass operator given in

the previous section. First of all we examine the applicability of the

different approximations in describing nucleus-nucleus scattering.

4.1. Applicability ranges of kinetic equations to nucleus-nucleus collisions

In this subsection we give general arguments to determine the range of

applicability of the various kinetic equations used. In the general

introduction we discussed the necessity of using quantum mechanics and/or

relativity for this application. There we reached the conclusion that the

answer to this question depends on the bombarding energy per nucleon. In

heavy-ion collisions, one can discriminate three different energy regimes:

the low energy domain (E/A - 10 NeV), the intermediate energy domain (E/A -

10-100 MeV) and the high energy domain (E/A > 100 MeV).

In the low energy regime, the Pauli exclusion principle determines the

dynamics to a large extent, because it prevents the occurrence of

collisions. Like in static nuclei, at these low energies, the available

phase-space for scattering into unoccupied states is very small and may be

neglected. To Pake this statement more quantitative we first estimate the

medium affected total collision cross-section at 10 MeV/A and 100 NeV/A.

These may be determined from the classical formula £=l/pa. Where I, the mean

free path can be found for instance in the paper by Negele who

considers nucleon-nucleus collisions. The values for £ obtained in this way

are useful as long as the density p does not differ appreciably from the

normal nuclear density p . For energies up to 100 MeV/A we expect this

assumption to hold. Using this, we obtain for £ the values

I ( 10 MeV/A) ~ 8 fm -» a - 7.3 mb

I (100 MeV/A) - 4.5 fm —» a ~ 13.0 mb

To get an indication of the influence of the Pauli principle, we calculated

the ratios of these medium effected cross sections over the free ones:

R (10 MeV/A) = 0.011c

R (100 MeV/A) =0.23
o
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These values, together with the estimates of the de Broglie wavelength in

both cases, illustrates that at low energies the Pauli exclusion principle

and quantum effects in general are of overwhelming importance. Therefore a

semi-classical approximation like the gradient expansion of section 2.4 is

not justified in this case.

In these low energy processes the dynamics of the system is completely

governed by the collective mean-field. The long range Coulomb force, which

at these energies contributes significantly, fits very well in this picture

and simply adds up to the nuclear mean-field. The TDHF equation, being a

pure mean-field equation obtained without invoking the semi-classical

approximation, describes the phenomena which occur in this energy regime in

a satisfacotry manner1 .

For the intermediate energy nucleus-nucleus collisions the situation is

different. First of all, from the ratio R we may conclude that in this case

collisions are increasingly important because of the enlargement of the

available phase-space. Consequently the Pauli exclusion principle is of

diminishing importance.

We can estimate the value for the imaginary part of the self-energy

Im£ + wich is related to the mean free path. This value may be found as

follows11001. For real energy E, the equation

2
E = Zi * Zt (3.156)

imposes a complex momentum p = p + ip , where

p = {2m (E-Re £t+))}* = aw
M i n

P, y (3.157)

Using these expressions, we find a relation between l=ft/p , and ImZ'*1

nv
I m E i + ) 27 <3-158>

The actual values of Im£J+> for the two energy regimes are

Iml[+I(E - 10 MeV/A) - - 1.8 MeV
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ImE[+)(E ~ 100 MeV/A) - - 10.4 MeV

The comparison of these values, vith the value for the real part of the

self-energy Re£|+) - -50 MeV, tells us that up to 100 MeV/A there is no need

to include ImEl + ) in the formalism. Therefore in the intermediate energy

regime we may use the quasi-particle approximation. In section 4.3 ve

elaborate on the consequences of this approximation. It results in a

VUU-like kinetic equation vith a medium affected interaction as input.

In the high energy regime the tendencies discerned in the intermediate

energy regime become more profound. The available phase-space vill even be

more enlarged making the collisions to dominate the dynamics and leaving for

the Pauli exclusion principle only a modest or no role11011 at all. Hovever,

as compared to the intermediate energy regime, tvo additional effects should

be accounted for. In the first place, from the estimates of ImEt+l given

earlier ve conclude that at these high energies ve may not neglect it any

longer, implying the invalidity of the quasi-particle approximation in this

case. This has first been noted by Danielevicz1361. The value of Im£(+)

might even be larger than our rough estimate indicates. Another effect that

may amplify this increase is that the density may exceed the normal nuclear

density. As a consequence the mean free path vill then be smaller and the

value of ImEl + ) larger. For calculations in this energy regime it is

important to account for this density dependence. Also not only the

imaginary part vill contribute but the density dependence of the real part

is also appreciable. This is found from Brueckner calculations of ter Haar

and Halfliet11021 and Cugnon et al. 1" 1. Very recently, de Jong et al. 1" 3 1

reported upon indications that the density dependence of the self-energy is

even stronger than found thus far due to medium corrections on the exchanged

pion in the nucleon-nucleon interaction potentials. This polarisation

contribution to the pion self-energy has a sizable influence on the

effective nucleon-nucleon interactions, expecially vith increasing density.

It may even lead to pion condensation vhen it becomes energetically

favourable to form particle-hole pairs vith pion quantum numbers. The onset

of this phase transition might lead to spectacular new phenomena, as for

instance proposed by G.E. Brovn11041.
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4.2. The Vlasov and TDHF equation

Ue begin the discussion of kinetic equations with the TDHP equation. In

order to obtain it from the general kinetic equation (3.64), we will need a

prescription that is rather different than the ones we will use in obtaining

the kinetic equations appropriate for the other energy regimes. In the

foregoing subsection we mentioned the fact that in the energy regime around

10 MeV/A it is not justified to take the semi-classical approximation and

consider only first order gradients in space and momentum. Rather, we should

preserve the full non-local space dependence and therefore we keep the

operator structure as it is. For the time structure another prescription

applies. At these energies the transition from one configuration to another

is smooth and at each time we have a local equilibrated system. In other

words, there is no need to include gradients in time and we can make a local

time approximation. This amounts to following the procedure taken in section

2.4 but now only for the time arguments and perform the expansion only up to

zeroth order. Strictly speaking, the TDHF-equation is obtained when we take

expressions (3.117) and (3.118), substitute them in kinetic equation (3.64)

and take the local time approximation. Then we obtain a mean-field governed

only by the bare interaction V . However, in practice one never uses this

TDHF-equation but rather one where an effective interaction is used instead

of the bare one. Ve will concentrate on this equation. At these low energies

because of Pauli blocking the available phase-space is so small that, the
>

collision rates £* can be neglected. This leaves us with the pure mean-field
equation

sX -«- <*<*< - «> O - ° <3-159>
To make the local time approximation, we first Fourier transform the

relative time variable

g|(»,T) = Jdt e ^ g^(t,T) (3.160)

The relation of the operator g*(»,T) with the one-particle density operator

Pj(T) is obtained by integrating the former over »

ZM «>'T> = < <t=0'T>
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= - ̂  P,(T) (3.161)

Using this local time approximation and neglecting the u-dependence of

ReEJ*1, equation (3.159) yields the TDHF-equation

ifta^OT) = [Kx + Re C[
+1(T), Pi(T)J (3.162)

The mean-field term ReE(+l can be found from expression (3.151). Taking

only the first term (the second is negligible because of Pauli blocking) we

get

Re E|+>(T) . Tr Re G[*'(IM P (T) (3.163)
(21

To avoid confusion with time T, we renamed the T-matrix and denoted it as G.

It can be obtained from equation (3.152) and reads

(1-p (T)-p (T))
Gi2

(T> - v i2
 + vi2 — r r r r n — G » ( T ) (3-16A)

In equation (3.164) we recognize the Brueckner G-matrix that we already

encountered in chapter II (cf. (2.41). In actual calculations one often

takes, instead of this self-consistent equation, the Skyrne effective

interaction. Here the density dependence is parametrised by constraining it

to known properties of static nuclei.

There is another well-known kinetic equation, the Vlasov equation,

familiar in plasma physics. The Vlasov equation results when substituting

the Hartree expressions (3.117) to (3.118) in kinetic equation (3.64) and

applying the gradient approximation. We find

< » + = • » » - »J»<IfT) • v ) f(p,R,T) = 0 (3.165)

T III R K p

where f is the Vigner function1691 defined as

f(i,R,T) = J j g g<(ntp,£,T) (3.166)
and U the Vlasov mean-field term
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U(R,T) = f d V V(R-R) f -2-B-T f(p',R',T) (3.167)
(2nft)3

From extensive calculational studies comparing TDHF and Vlasov dynamics, it

has been found that the latter forms a fair approximation to the TP' 7

dynamics at least for global (inclusive) observables. From a calculational

point of view this fact reduces the problem considerably since TDHF

calculations are much more time consuming than Vlasov calculations.

A.3. The kinetic equations for intermediate and high energy

In this subsection we discuss the kinetic equations which are

especially suited for application in the intermediate and high energy

regime. We will concentrate first on the high-energy situation and construct

the intermediate-energy kinetic equation, where one can take the

quasi-particle approximation, as a special case. Before we start the

discussion, we want to give the expressions for the self-energy Re£t+) and

Four ier - t rans form of a two-body q u a n t i t y <x x | F ( t , t ' ) | x ' x > . Vi th the new

collision rates E< in tfigner representation. To this end we introduce the

Fourier-tr

variables

X = Mx +x ) X'

x = xt-x2 x'

and R = %(X + X') Y « x - x'

we successively rewrite the matrix-element <x x |F(t ,t')|x'x'> as

= <x|F(t,Y; T,R)|x> (3.168)

Thereupon we define the Fourier-transform <p'|F(a>,P;T,R)|p'> of this

matrix-element as
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i»t -ip-x ip' -x' .?•?
3xdVd3 .

<p|P(«,P;T,R)|p> = Jdtd3xdVd3Y e ^ e h e h e

<x|F(t,Y;T,R)|x'> (3.169)

With this definition, ve are able to Fourier-transform expressions

(3.150)-(3.153) for t', Zl±>, T( and T(±). Ve will expand these expressions

up to zero-th order in (T,R), or in other words, ve neglect the gradients of

the appearing T-matrices. When discussing the conservation lavs ve vill see

that this approximation plays a crucial role.

The expressions for ?, E(±>, T* and T1*' now read

r(±tp,R) = -ift J-d-^T |^«Kp-p'>|T<1>(p*P'iK)l«(p-P'»JB<(p'.»

(3.171)

J^-Plir£l<p|T
(+'(P;R)l*(p--p-)>g<(p-,R)g><(p-,R)<*(p--p-)|Tt-)(P;R)|5->

(2i*)"

(2nft) S (P-p"-p-) (3.172)

and

<p|T(±l(P;R)|p-> - <p|V|p>

«n-H4P" r« (*P"+p- ,R)g (*P"-p- ,R)-g (%P-+p",R)g<(W-p" ,R),
P - <PlV|p"> —

^2i*r L a - a- i ie J

<p"|T(±l(P;R)|p> (2nft)3S3(P-P-) (3.174)

where the notation |p>. denotes an anti-synetrical state
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|p> = |p> - |-p> (3.174)

For the high energy case ve already derived the general form of the kinetic

equation (3.109). With the help of the expressions just given, its explicit

form can be found. It reads

Refz (p,R) {• - Jj - £< + >(P.R>, F(P,R)}] „

£-'
Z (p,R)Z (p',R)Z (p-,R)Z (p",

x f (p",R)f (p-,

- Il-f <p",R)Jtl-f (p",R)]f (p,R)f

x <2l*)V(p + p' - p" - p")

where ve defined

The interaction in this case is given by

<p|T<:t>(P±,R)|p> =

(3.175)

(3.176)

(3.177)

(3.178)
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(*P-%p-,R)<p|V|p">

-p-tR)

-p" )±ie
(3.179)

Note that in this last equation the sub- and superscript (±) denotes

different prescriptions and are independent of each other.

For collisions at intermediate energy, the imaginary part of the

self-energy can be considered small as compared to the real part of it. As a

consequence, we are allowed to take the quasi-particle approximation, i.e.

the spectral function takes the form

a(p,R) = 2nft8(» - E- - ReE(+l(p,R)) (3.180)

Since the argument of the delta-function in equation (3.180) is a

monotonically increasing function of w, it follows117' that there exists

only one root of the equation w = e(p,R). Therefore we rewrite equation

(3.180) as

a(p,R) = 2nft Z(p,R) 6(«-e(p,R))

where the single-particle energy e is defined as

e(p,R) = L + Re Et+)(P,R)|
|«=e(p,R)

(3.181)

(+)

(2i*)3
Z(p',R)Re(<%(p-p*-)|T(+)(p +P ;R)|«(p-p'»4)f(p',K)

-Z(p-,R)Z(p-,R)Z(p-,R)

(2nft)9

f(p",R)f(p-,R)
(2lA)363(p+p-p--p-)

e(p,R)+e(p' ,R)-E(p" ,R)-e(p"
(3.182)

with the strength Z as
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Z'^p.R) = 1 - [jRe E1 + )(p,R)l (3.183)
)

In equation (3.182) we used the notation p s(e(p,R),p) and introduced the

Uigner function f(p,R) which is defined by the integral over w of g*,

J J ^ ( ^
So we have the identification

(3.185)

Of tan the co-dependence of the self-energy is neglected, in which case we get

Z=l. We recall that a weak energy dependence of the self-energies was one of

our basic assumptions when performing the gradient approximation.

Let us now consider the kinetic equation. According to our discussion

following (3.84), the treatment of the drift term of kinetic equation (3.74)

is directly related to the spectral properties imposed. In the present case

because of (3.181) we neglected in the equation of motion (3.93) for the

spectral function the term {Im£< + >, Reg( + I } . This term corresponds to the

last term on the left hand side of equation (3.74) which therefore should be

neglected in this case. However, some caution has to be regarded here for

one might argue that the collision of equation (3.74) can be rewritten as

and consequently also part of the collision term should be neglected. To

clarify this point, we make our statement more precise: we neglect the

gradients of the quantity ImSj*' but not the quantity Im£|+) itself since

the former are considerably smaller than the the latter for systems not to

far from equilibrium. We followed a similar procedure in the general case

discussed previously (section 2.6).

In conclusion, we acquire by integrating equation (3.74) over u, the

kinetic equation



= —2 J-
dVdVfp"

2h2 (2nft)9

Z(p,R)Z(p,R)Z(p",R)Z(p-,R)ff(p-,R)f(p-,R)(l-f<p,R))[l-f(p,R)}

(3.187)

The corresponding effective interaction is given by the following equation

<piT(±l(P;R)|p-> = <p|Vlp'>

-p",R) <p|V|p">

1-f (VbP+p- ,R)-f (W-p" ,R)

g - p 2 - »—
4in in

(3.188)

Kinetic equation (3.187) together with the effective interaction (3.188)

form a self-consistent set of equations. In both, the kinetic equation and

tl>£ interaction effects of the collisions on the single-particle energy are

included. From the way the collision-term is written here, we infer that the

collision rate Z> is the scattering-out rate of the phase-space eleaent

(p,R), while tl is the scattering-in rate of that phase-space element. Since

the kinetic equation is of a VUU-like type, we remark that the equations

given here show that mean-field and collision cross-section are determined

by the same interaction. This implies that VUU codes where one uses a Skyrme

parametrisation for the mean-field and the free value for the

nucleon-nucleon cross-section, completely neglect this structure and for

this reason might produce wrong answers. Especially at higher energies where

the collision produces in a time-dependent manner a complicated density

profile we expect differences from both approaches.
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4.4. Relation to Brueckner-Hartree-Fock

The structure of the medium effected interaction, equation (3.188),

resembles that of the Brueckner G-matrix. However, the present interaction

equation is different and more general as compared to the Brueckner

prescription by two features. The first one being, that in the propagator a

term 1-f -f appears identical to the expression (1-f )(l-f )-f f . In the

latter fora it is clear that, given a Fermi-sea, both particles can either

propagate above (particle-particle) or below (hole-hole) the Fermi level. In

equation (3.188) both are taken into account, while in the conventional

Brueckner G-matrix equation, the hole-hole term is neglected. The second

improved feature is that in the propagator of the effective interaction

(3.188), the full ReE(+l appears instead of only the Brueckner mean-field

part. The second term of Re£<+> (cf. expression (3.182)) describes the

effect of collisions on the single-particle energies and is known in the

literature as the rearrangement term'136'143'411. Recently this term has

been calculated for nuclear matter by Grange et al.'142>. However they used

a slightly different form which reads

d P ' d 3 p ^ 3 p " ' l + > /

(2nft)3«3(p+p'-p"-p-)( ) ( p p p p )
f(p")f(p")(l-f(p)) - — (3.189)

e(p)+e(p')-e(p')-e(p-)

The difference between our expression (3.182) and theirs (3.189) is easily

found by retracing the derivation of (3.182). The decisive term is

Reg(+)(p,R)

= * J 7z£? ( • V . D - I V . * ) ] ( i ^ i e + *^)<2jft>383<p-p'> <3-19Oa>

.4 ,4 ,

r d V r i <2*> * (P'-PB>
J ~ Z(P',R) (l-f(p',R)+f(p\R)) L (3.190b)
(2nft) L -I w - «'
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r
(2itfi)

(2nft)V(p-p )
— (3.190c)

From equations (3.190) we conclude that, if the last f in the second line

(3.190b) is neglected, ve cannot perform the last step. The remaining

expression (3.190b) immediately implies expression (3.189). The reason for

neglecting this f is directly related to the treatment of the interaction.In

their interaction, they, following the ordinary Brueckner prescription,

neglect the "hole-hole" term in the propagator. Though, both approximations

are consistent with one another, they will not lead to a conserving

approximation.

We summarize the different steps in order to obtain the conventional

Brueckner approximation out of the more exact equation (3-173)

- Take the spectral function a, in the quasi-particle approximation

a(p,R) = 2m Z(p,R) 5(» - P- - Re E(+1(p,R))

- Neglect the energy dependence of the self-energy, i.e. set Z=l.

- Take in the expression of the self-energy only the mean-field

contribution, i.e. take approximate single-particle energies of the form

e(p,R) = E- + J — i l l Re(<%(p-p')|T(+1(P-+p;;R)l%(p-P1)>>,)f(p-,R)im (2nft)3 E e A

where

Pe = (e(p,R),p)

- Neglect the hole-hole term in the intermediate propagator of the

T-matrix.

An indication on the validity of the foregoing approximation in equilibrium

is given by the Hugenholtz-van Hove theorem11441. This theorem is formulated

as

e = I + I (3.191)
F N p

and states that at saturation (pressure P=0), the binding energy per nucleon
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equals the single-particle energy e evaluated at the Fermi surface. The

basic relation which is used to derive this theorem is the Landau definition

of the single-particle energy e. from the total energy E

5E = Z e. 8n. (3.192)
i

or

e = £L (3.193)
i on

where n. is the single-particle occupation probability. This relation also

turns out to be the keystone in the proofs of the conservation law of

energy. Since relation (3.192) holds only approximately in the Brueckner

approximation, we can use the Hugenholtz-van Hove theorem to get an

indication on the validity of the Landau relation and consequently on the

validity of the conservation of energy. This has been checked for the case

of infinite nuclear matter in equilibrium11451.

At this place we come back to the discussion of the conventional

Brueckner-Boltzmann equation (eq. (2.44)). In the treatment of chapter II we

did not know how to get around with the left hand side of that equation, due

to the rather poor degree of consistency of that treatment. From the more

elaborate treatment here, we now understand that as far as the spectral

properties are concerned, when using the conventional Brueckner

approximation also retaining the full left hand side of equation (2.44) is

certainly inconsistent. Instead only the kinetic and mean-field part should

be taken into account. For the interaction the situation is unchanged. Here

we take the conventional Brueckner approximation. Ve remark that within the

present formulation we automatically obtain in the mean-field term only the

real part of the T-matrix. This fact we had to "guess" in the density matrix

method. With these adjustments in the drift term, we get a consistent scheme

and the drift term of the kinetic equation is in accordance with the

intermediate state two-particle propagator of the interaction. At this

conclusion we could not arrive within the treatment of the previous chapter.

As a matter of fact, it was one of the major imperfections of the treatment

and a strong argument to repeat it within the more powerful Green's function

method. The additional quantity a, the spectral function, absent in the

density matrix method, is here responsible for the high degree of

consistency.
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5. CONSERVED QUANTITIES IN THE THEORY

An important and crucial issue in every kinetic theory is vhether or

not the kinetic equation which is obtained through a number of

approximations obeys the conservation lavs. The quantities vhich should be

conserved are the total number, total momentum, total angular momentum and

total energy of the system. In two early papers, Baym and Kadanoff'146'14 '

established general sufficient criteria which must be satisfied if these

quantities are to be conserved. These criteria are expressed in terms of

approximated one-particle and two-par tide Green's functions. For the

approximated one-particle Green's function it is required that it is a

solution of both the Dyson equation and its adjoint. The approximated

two-particle Green's function should be expressed in terms of one-particle

Green's functions G and V 's, where the one-particle Green's functions

are solutions of the corresponding Dyson equations. Furthermore the

expression for the approximate two-particle Green's function should retain

the property G(12,l+2+) = G(21,2+l+). As a matter of fact, both criteria

emphasize the symmetry of the approximation. Therefore it is not surprising

that symmetry will also play a crucial role in our proofs. We will prove the

conservation laws explicitly for the T-approximation. In the following we

limit ourselves by proving only the conservation of number and energy.

Conservation of momentum and angular momentum can be checked in a similar

way. In particular the conservation of energy is not trivial because, as ve

already mentioned at section 2.4, any approximation on the time structure of

the kinetic equation as embedded in the gradient approximation might have

consequences for the energy conservation.

5.1. General proof for the T-approximation

The total number N and total energy E can be expressed in terms of

path-ordered Green's functions. The use of these path-ordered Green's

functions has the advantage, that the appearing equations are simple and

thus easily tractable. Moreover the symmetry in the problem will be most

apparent. The expressions for the total number and total energy can be

expressed in the following equivalent ways

* With t + we explicitly denote the (+)-branch of the contour C on which t

is situated.
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N(t) = Tr <• (t) • (t)> (3.194a)
1 1

I X )

= -ift limTr fg"(t,,t')l (3.194b)
«+0 (i)L -lti=t;-e=t

= -ift Tr g^(t,t) (3.194c)

-ill Tr IS^t itpl =t (3.194d)
(i) i~ ()

*!-«.-»

The expectation value of the Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the
nucleon fields by using the field equations (3.4) and (3 .5) . We obtain'17'

E(t) Vk Tr [<iM - ift8 + 2K ) < / ( t ' H (t )>] (3.195a)
( i ) L i i - 1 1 1

-» ift lim Tr f(ift3 - ift3 + 2K ) g = ( t . , t ' ) l . (3.195b)
e^O I D L i xi i i i i j t ^ t ^ ^ t

-* ift Tr [<iM t - ift3t, + 2Kx) g ^ t j . t p j j = t , = t (3.195c)

Jk ift Tr [(ifta - ift3 + 2K ) G (t , t ' ) l _ (3.195d)
(i)L i i J i = ( + i

t'=t
1 (-)
(3.195e)

Evidently, to prove that they are constants in time, ve need the time

derivatives of the path-ordered Green's function G
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JdtJ ̂ (t^tp^CtJ.tp (3.196)

ihi,,G (t ,t') = -8(t -t') - G (t ,t')K - fdt" G (t ,t")£ (tn,t') (3.197)
t r i 1 1 - i i -i i i i J i -i i i -i i i

Equations (3.196) and (3.197) are the operator versions of the Dyson

equations (3.35) and (3.36). Note that, by using equations (3.196) and

(3.197), ve implicitly incorporate the first criterium of Baym and Kadanoff.

The mass operator, in these Dyson equations, is evaluated in the

T-approximation. This T-matrix ve write here as (from now on ve no longer

denote explicitly the integration over contour C for the intermediate times;

repeated time arguments are assumed to be integrated over contour C)

T (t ,t') = V S(t -t') + ih V G (t ,t") T (t",f) (3.198)
—12 1 1 1 2 — 1 1 12 —12 1 1 —12 1 1

where Gj2 = G G^ as we already introduced in (3.154). Defining G by

G (t ,t') = G (t ,t') + ih G (t ,tn) V G (t",t') (3.199)
-12V l' l' -12 1 1 —12 1 1 12 -12V 1 1

ve have the property

T (t ,t") G (t",f) = V G (t ,t') (3.200)
- 1 2 V l' l' - 1 2 V l' l' 12 -12 i 1 1

The crucial observation nov is (for details see app. B)

t",t') = -ift Tr T (t tt")^ G (t",tJ)G (tj,t ) (3.201a)
(Z)

-ift Tr T (t ,t")j$,.G.,(t%t,') (3.201b)
(2)

= -ih Tr V * 5i2(tiftp (3.201c)

for t1,tj € {t + ,t _ }

It is important to note that, vhile (3.201a) is not symmetrical in the
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indices 1 and 2 (their endpoints can be on different branches), the

expressions (3.201b) and (3.201c) are. It is this symmetry vhich we need in

our proofs, because it assures the interchangeability of the labels 1 and 2.

We remark, that this property is the couterpart of the second criterium of

Baym and Kadanoff and therefore we have also implicitly incorporated both

criteria. Thus we already know that the conservation lavs hold. Nevertheless

ve find it useful to prove them explicitly since the general proofs of

Kadanoff and Baym are in our opinion at some points not so transparent.

i) Number conservation

The expression (3.137) for the total number of particles N reads

N(t) => -ift Tr [G (t ,t')] (3.202)
(i) i (+)

The time derivative of this quantity gives (for t =t and t'=t )

N(t) = - Tr [(ift3t +ift3 ) Gx(t ,t'

= 0 (3.203)

In this proof we used property (3.200) and the cyclic property of the trace

operator. From (3.203) ve conclude that number conservation is exactly

obeyed.

ii) Energy conservation

The expression (3.195e) for the total energy E of the system can be

rewritten
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E(t) = -in Tr JK^Ct^tp - Mft

Ve note the relations

%Tr ift3t G12(t i ftpV l2 = Tr <ift3t G ^ ^ , t p ^ t ^ r ) T i 2 ( t J , r ) (3.205)

% Tr V ift3t,G (t , t ' ) = Tr T (t ,t")G (t" tt')(ift3 ,G ( t" , t ' ) ) (3.206)
( 1 , 2 ) I 2 1 1 l l , 2 ) ~ l 1 1 2 1 1 i ~ 1 1 1

which follow directly from the definitions. With these relations the time

derivative of the total energy can be worked out

E(t) = -Tr [* <iMt +ift3t,)Gi(ti, tj) - WItV j ( M +iM )G ( t^t ;
(1)L 1 1 ( 2 | 1 1

-Tr F(ift3 6^(t ft;»(K »(t;-tj) - iWr G (t ,t"W T (t" t'))
( 1 ) L 1 ( 2 )

( 3 )

iftTr ]
(2)"

( 3 )
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<-i»)2Tr

= 0 (3.207)

For the arguments needed to take the last step, we refer to appendix B. With

the result of (3.207) we proved that in the T-approximation the total energy

is an exactly conserved quantity.

5.2. The T-approximation in the gradient approximation

In this subsection we discuss the conservation lavs for the kinetic

equation (3.74) in the gradient approximation. In the preceeding subsection

we proved these lavs in the configuration representation. By taking these

equations in the gradient approximation, ve change the time structure of

them. Since, by Heisenberg's relation, time is coupled to energy, ve might

also have affected the energy of the system. Therefore, expecially the

conservation of energy should be reconsidered.

To obtain the expressions for total number and energy in Vigner

representation, ve Fourier transform the exact expression and take the

gradient approximation. This yields the following expressions for the total

number H and total energy E of the system

N(T) = -ift J-d3R-iJL- [G(D,R)1 (3.208)
(2irt) L J(+-)

E(T) = -ih |d3R-i-H_ [JL G(p,R) + >fc[E(p,R)G(p,R) + G(p,R)j:(p,R))
(2nft)4 L""1 ~ "

+ ^5 ({S(P,R),G(p,R)} + {G(p,R)E(p,R)})l (3.209)
J (+-)

• With the notation (±±) ve denote the components of the matrix like

(3.22), (G(+ () being g
c, G ( + ) is g\ etc.
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We remark that the gradient terms in the expression for the total energy,

though unfamiliar at first sight, account for the finite size of the system.

For instance, they are necessary when calculating the surface properties of

nuclei. Obviously, in infinite static nuclear matter they are zero.

In proving the conservation lavs, ve use the assumption that in the

evaluation of the self-energies and collision rates, gradients of the

T-matrix itself have been neglected. With this assumption, it follows that

that (ve omit the overall R-dependence)

Jd4p E(p)G(p) = Jd4p 2(p)G(p) (3.210)

vhich can be proven for each component separately. For example, for the (++)

component ve have

Jd4p[i(p)G(P)](++) = |d4p lic(p)gc(p) - E<(p)g>(p)]

= -iftJd4pd4p[<pp|T=Jpp>gc(p)gc(p1) - <pp'|T*2|pp>>g>(p)g>(p)]

= -iftJ1d4pd4p'[<pp|T=2|pp>gc(p)gc(p) - <PP'|T;2|pp>

= Jd4p|V(p)gc(p) - Z'fetfCp)]- Jd4p[E(P)G(p)](++, (3.211)

For the time derivative of the total number ve find

N(T) = -ift J d V i ^ - g<(p)

Jd3R d p fiftE--vG<(p) -

- £>(p)g<(p) + E<(p)g>(P)]

- Et-'(p)gt(P)-£<(P)g<+l(P)l
J

=0 (3.212)
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In the second step the Poisson brackets disappear: after partial integration

only second order derivative terms are left over which, as a consequence of

the (first-order) gradient approximation, should be neglected. The resulting

expression equals zero as may be verified by substituting the expressions

(3.170)-(3.174) into (3.212). The time derivative of the total energy yields

E(T)

. I * .
(2nft)

(2iA)4

• ( £ - + ReE1+1)(EV - E V ) (3.213)

Here we used the property

= 0 (3.214)

The term proportional to (E'g* - z'g') can be rewritten as (e = £- + ReE(+l)
p IM

- ^ - e f
<2nft)4 p
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= 0 (3.215)

where we used the symmetry properties of the T-matrix. We remark that in the

term between brackets a delta function for the complex part of the

self-energy also appears.

The result for E that we obtained in (3.213) allows no further

reduction. However, realizing that we describe a nucleus-nucleus collision

where, as far as energy conservation is concerned, we are only interested in

the equality of the total energy before and after the collision, we

calculate this difference
CD

E(») - E(-») = J" dT E(T)

= 0 (3.216)

Here, again, after partial integration, ve neglected second order

derivatives in accordance with the first-order gradient approximation.

In conclusion, for the kinetic equation (3.175) ve proved that it obeys

the conservation laws of number and energy- Ve remark that in proving the

conservation laws, only real it-integrals appeared. As in the derivation of

(3.175), ve might have extrapolated these real ^-integrals to the complex

o>-plane and performed the integrals by using the theorem of residues.

Hovever, since both approaches are equivalent, in proving the conservation

lavs ve prefer the real u>-integral because they allow for a simpler proof.

5.3. Discussion

In the intermediate energy regime, the value of ImE*+l is small. In

section 4.3 we argued that for this reason not Iml|+) itself but gradients
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of ImZt + ) can be neglected. For the kinetic equation this resulted in the

generalized Brueckner-Boltzmann equation (3.187). The latter differs from

the general case discussed in the preceding section only by the consistent

neglection of these gradient terms. Therefore the proofs given there also

apply for the Brueckner-Boltzoann equation because the proofs are valid for

all values of ImE< + > i.e. also for small values. In general, if in some

energy regime certain terms in the most general kinetic equation (3.175) are

small and are neglected in a consistent way, which results in another

kinetic equation, then they obey the conservation lavs as is seen from the

general proofs given in section 5.2.

The Brueckner-Boltzmann equation (2.48) which we derived in chapter II

differs from the generalized Brueckner-Boltzmann equation (3.187) in the way

the single particle states are described. The latter takes account of the

effect of collisions on the single particle states (rearrangement term)

while the former neglects this effect. At this stage it is hard to tell

whether this approximation is valid at intermediate energies. If it appears

to be a good approximation then also the conservation laws are obeyed.

Even lower in energy we have the TDHF-equation (3.162). In this

equation all collision effects are neglected. Since at low energy this is a

fair approximation the TDHF equation will respect the conservation lavs.

Finally we discuss the situation in the calculations of the kinetic

equations. In computer codes simulating the VUU equation, two prescriptions

guarantee that the conservation lavs are respected. First, in individual

two-particle collisions the total energy of the tvo colliding particles

before and after the collision is set equal. Second, the single particle

energies are constructed according to the Landau prescription

e = — (3.217)

Sp

where E is the total energy which is usually obtained by using a Skyrme
parametrization. This automatically inplies that energy i s conserved because

SP

= e p

[e,p]
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= le,e] p

= 0 (3.218)

where for the time evolution of p we only took the drift term. (The

collision term as already discussed conserves energy by construction).
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CHAPTER IV THE RELATIVISTIC GREEN'S FUNCTION FORMALISM

1. INTRODUCTION

In nuclear physics, there has in the last two decades been an

increasing interest in the relativistic description of nuclear systems. Most

studies are devoted to the relativistic two-body problem either in vacuum or

in nuclear matter. In both cases, the equation to be solved is based on a

field-theoretical model where the exchange of mesons mediates the

interaction between two nucleons. In the case of nuclear matter the effects

of the Pauli exclusion principle and the (self-consistent) self-energy

should be taken into account.

For vacuum, the first successful calculation was carried out in 1971 by

Gersten, Thompson and Green 10S1. Later similar studies were performed by

the Bonn group11061, Tjon and coworkers1107', the Paris group11081 and ter

Haar and Halfliet . Pioneering work on the relativistic description of

nuclear matter has been done by Ualecka and coworkers. Using different

methods such as mean-field theory110", relativistic Hartree-Fock11101 and

relativistic Brueckner theory11111, they showed that the nucleon self-energy

has a Lorentz structure, of which the most important components the scalar

and the zero-component of the vector term, have each a magnitude of hundreds

of HeV. Important contributions to the relativistic many-body theory were
. . . [1121

given by Chin

The first calculations based on of relativistic Brueckner theory, which

is usually called the Dirac-Brueckner approach, were carried out by

Anastasio et al.'114'. Later calculations were undertaken by Hachleidt and

Brockmann11151, ter Haar and Malfliet11021 and Poschenrieder and

Veigel1117'. While relativistic kinetic theory was to a large extent founded

in the 70's by the group of de Groot et al.1191 and relativistic

Hartree-Fock was already discussed in 1978 by Hakim'11", in nuclear

physics, the relativistic description of non-requilibrium processes is a

comparatively new field of research.

The first relativistic calculations, simulating the heavy-ion

collisions were performed by Cusson et al. 1 1 1" using the Dirac equation

including Valecka mean-field terms. The results showed a drastically

different dynamical behaviour of the system as compared to the predictions
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based on the VUU model with Skyrme interactions. Similar results were

obtained by Ko, Li and Wang111" who used the more simple relativistic

Vlasov equation. Later studies1120"1"1 included a phenomenological

collision term by using a relativistic version of the VUU simulation code.

Very recently, formal studies were also undertaken to derive

relativistic quantum kinetic equations for application to heavy-ion

collisions. Using the spinor representation Elze et al. derived a

relativistic Vlasov equation, however without a collision term. An

equivalent equation was derived by Yvanov11241. Using techniques of de Groot

et al.1191, Botermans and Malfliet11251 derived a relativistic quantum

kinetic equation in which the self-consistent Dirac-Brueckner interaction

serves as an input both for the mean-field as for the collision term. Later

derivations as given by Wang and Cassing11261 and Li, Wu and Ko 1 1" 1 for the

cr-w Walecka Lagrangian only result in a kinetic equation having a mean-field

and a collision term in Born approximation. As we shall demonstrate the

Walecka Lagrangian in (first-order) Hartree approximation does not lead to a

collision term. The latter clearly is a second-order term in the interaction

which, if included, should also be incorporated in the mean field.

In this chapter we shall elaborate on the results given in ref. [125]

and discuss some of the other approaches mentioned in the introduction as

limiting cases.

2. RELATIVISTIC MANY-BODY THEORY

In this section we present the basic ingredients of relativistic

many-body theory necessary to describe equilibrium and non-equilibrium

systems.

2.1. Equation of motion of the nucleon field

In the non-relativistic formalism developed and presented in chapter

II, ve did not consider the complication of the spin degree of freedom. To

include it would have been trivial and would merely lead to unnecessarily

complicated looking equations. However, in the relativistic case the spin,

or in another representation the spinor degrees of freedom are intrinsically

connected to the dynamics of the system. Therefore, we shall, in this

chapter, treat the spin- or spinor degrees of freedom explicitly. Isospin

degrees of freedom are not taken into account because they can be
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incorporated in a similar fashion. In a relativistic formulation, the

natural starting point is the four component nucleon spinor. This spinor

obeys the following equal-time commutation

{<fa(x), i|»p(y)} 8(xo-yo) = 0 (4.1a)

{\j/ (x), *fl(y)} 6(x -y ) = 0 (4.1b)
o t p o o

{*a(x), ^(y)} S(xo-yo) = Y^«
4(x-y) (4.1c)

Here we denote the spinorindex by greek symbols a, 0, and we use the

conventions of Itzykson and Zuber'1 '.

In the following, we will consider an effective Lagrangian with physical

masses and coupling constants. This may appear as an heuristic starting

point since it avoids questions about the proper renormalisation procedure.

But since this question is far from settled, we think that at this moment

the use of an effective field theory is appropriate. The nucleons will be

treated as point-particles and consequently form factors, which act as

cut-offs at small distances, have to be introduced in calculations.

We consider a Lagrangian density where the nucleon fields ¥ are coupled

to the meson fields 4> by means of scalar (s), vector (v) and pseudo-vector

(pv) meson-nucleon couplings

£ = £ + £ + £ (4.2)

where

;PN = •(iftcYu3
U - Me 2)* (4.3)

and the interaction part is given by
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(4.5)

In expression (4.4) we used FWV = iVi^ - 9vtf (4.6)

and £ contains both a vector- and a tensor-coupling term for the vector

mesons.

The Euler-Lagrange equations for this Lagrangian density read

m c, 2

(4

(4

(4

(4

•7)

• 8)

• 9)

.10)

* = iX JL <pv pv inc

2

•** = x W * - x
vi V

In the relativistic case, we introduce the following notation

for nucleons: n = (ct , x , a ) where a denotes the spinor index
n n n n

for mesons: £ = (ct,, x~, j c) where j denotes the field component
s s Si n

Futhermore we define

D(l,l) m «4<x-x"> dftcdr'1) . 3. - Me2) (4.11)
1 1 U

',O * r ^ a . S ^ - x ' ) 8
4(xrxt) (4.12)

where

With the help of this notation we rewrite the Euler-Lagrange equations
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(4.7)-(4.10) as*

(4.14)

m c-, 2,
(4.15)

C^2,
(4.16)

(4.17)

The equations (4.14)-(4.17) constitute a set of coupled equations of nucleon

and meson fields. Following Vilets et al.11131, we invert the equations for

the meson fields and substitute the solutions back into the nucleon equation

(4.14). To this end we first introduce the Green's functions of the

differential operators

With the help of these Green's functions, we can invert the equations

(4.15)-(4.17). Upon setting the homogeneous solutions of these equations

equal to zero'1131, and after substituting their solutions into equation

(4.14), we find the result

D(l,l")*(l") = <12|U|l-2->*(2)*(2-)«Kl") (4.20)

where

t Repeated labels are summed and integrated over.

t Here gu represents the usual netric tensor
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, |ip V V

'.O a, (t,61)[rp
1(2,2-,f)-aJ.rT

2
p(2l2-,f)

(4.21)

With equation (4.20) we obtain the important result that the equation of

motion of the nucleon-field, involves only the nucleon-fields. Notice that

since the T's are vertices and the g's are meson Green's functions, the

matrix-element U is exactly of the OBE-type. By this procedure the

meson-fields have been eliminated formally from the problem. This is a

consequence of the very specific form of the Lagrangian used. For more

complicated Lagrangians the procedure will be less trivial, if possible at

all. In our treatment we included also the derivative coupling corresponding

to the pseudo-vector pion-nucleon coupling which is an extension as compared

to the work of Uilets et al.

Quite analogously, we derive the equation of motion for the adjoint

Dirac spinor •

•(l-)D(l-.l) = *(l-)*(2-)*(2)<l"2"|U|12> (4.22)

with

•(1) = (•+(xi)Y°)a (4.23)
i

and

0(1,1') = ( Y V ( X , X ) Y ° ) . = (-iftc3 (Y
M) . - Mc2)84(x -x)

(4.24)

In deriving (4.22) we used the property that T(l,l',() § Y H I J ' . O Y =

T(l,l',1) and the fact that all *'s are hermitian fields.

In conclusion we achieved that the equations of motion for the nucleon

fields (4.20) and (4.22) have the same appearance as their non-relativistic

counterparts (3.4) and (3.5). Despite their similarity there are however two

•ajor differences. First, the relativistic potential U is local in space,
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i.e. is a function of only (x -x'). This in contrast to the non-relativistic

one which in principle is still non-local. Locality, in the present case,

has been introduced by using the Lagrangian {U.I). We vill hovever not try

to extend it to a non-local version for the very reason that the

OBE-potential itself is local.

Second, another important difference is the time dependence of the

matrix-element U. In the present case it is a function of (t -t'), while in

the non-relativistic case it is proportional to 6(t -t'), i.e. local in

time. This deviation from time-locality is known as retardation. In

Dirac-Brueckner theory of nuclear matter this retardation is neglected.

Formally speaking, ve can repeat the whole treatment of chapter III here,

without invoking this approximation. So, for the sake of completeness we

take this retardation along.

2.2. Relativistic path-ordered Green's functions and Dyson equations

First of all, we introduce the path-ordered n-nucleon Green's functions

I ^ ..*(l))> (4.25)

and the path-ordered n-meson Green's functions

^ n <4-26>

both defined along the contour C (fig. 1), in the same way as in the

non-relativistic case. The subindex N labels the aeson type (scalar, vector,

pseudo-vector). Vith the help of the nucleon field equation (4.20), ve find

that these covariant nucleon Green's functions obey the Martin-Schwinger

hierarchy of equations of motion. The first equation of this hierarchy reads

D(1,1-)G(1-,1) = 8(1-1-)-iJlc<12|y|l-2">G(l-2-,12+) (4.27)

where

<12|U|1'2> = <12|U|1<2> 8t 6 (4.28)
1 2 1 2

and the Kronecker-symbols are defined as

5 = 1 if both t and t are on the upper branch of C
~ 1 2 * 2
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_ _ i n n ii ii n ii ii « l o v e r M " "

= 0 in other cases (4.29)

Note that we assumed for U the time-dependences as

t;) (4.30)

The time structure of matrix-element U in (4.30) explicitly shows the

retardation character of it. Upon setting the time dependence (^-t^) equal

to S(t - f ) , we recover the non-relativistic expressions. Just like in the

previous chapter, we have for G four special cases

(,) C )
G(l,l) = (4.31)

The mass-operator, or self-energy Z is introduced in the usual way

1(1,1) = -iftc<12|U|l"2">G(l"2",l-2*)G"1(l~,l') (4.32)

With this self-energy, equation (4.27) can be written down as a
Dyson-equation

D(1,1")G(1-,1) = 8(1-1) + £(1,1")G(1",1) (4.33)

At this point it is interesting to examine the equations of motion for the

meson Green's functions. As an example we take the scalar meson Green's

function. From equation (4.15) we find

(4.34)

In order to eliminate the meson field • (£') from this equation, we again

take equation (4.15), invert it by using equation (4.18) and substitute the

result back into equation (4.34). We obtain the equation

|nt + (^-)
2] g'(*,f> = «(6-5') + ns(S,C)gs(r,S) (4.35)

where
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(4.36)

In the literature1661, IIs is called the proper and 5s the improper

polarisation insertion.

Denoting the non-interacing Green's function (the solution of equation

(4.33) without the EG term) as G , we have the following set of Dyson

equations for nucleons and mesons

G = G Q + GoE G (4.37)

tfe observe that for each meson separately we have a Dyson equation which can

be coupled through n*1. For the vector meson equation (4.38) is a matrix

equation. Expressions in Hartree approximation can be found in Chin'121.

These equations evidently show that as long as the self-energy E is given

only in terms of nucleon Green's function, we are able to solve the nucleon

problem without using Dyson equation (4.38) for the meson Green's function.

This shall be the case for the T-approximation which we use to derive a

kinetic equation. Since both E and if are directly related to the

two-particle Green's function G , the ansatz for G determines the set to

be solved. The most simple approximation for G including

anti-symmetrization is the Hartree Fock expression. In diagrams the set to

be solved is given in fig. 5. For more information on these subjects we

refer to the literature1112'1291. A more sophisticated approximation to G

is the T-matrix approximation as discussed in the foregoing chapter. The

Dirac-Brueckner approach, which produces good results for nuclear matter in

equilibrium, is of this type. We will discuss this approach in the next

section.

2.3. Dirac-Brueckner theory in equilibrium

Dirac-Brueckner theory is based on meson-nucleon field theory in which

the interaction between nucleons arises from the exchange of mesons. The
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Fig. 5: Self-energy and polarisation in the self-consistent Hartree-Fock

approximation.

Lagrangian involves effective coupling constants and physical masses of the

nucleon and mesons. In this way one gets around the problem of

renormalisation. Another complication which is omitted is the effect of the

effective negative energy states. Besides the practical argument there are a

number of other reasons for doing so. First of all, the use of a

pseudo-vector coupling for the pion-nucleon vertex quenches the coupling to

negative-energy states. Furthermore in the vacuum nucleon-nucleon case, the

use of physical masses and coupling constants, takes already into account

the (infinite) self-energy contributions coming from the negative-energy

states. However this (infinite) self-energy contribution will change when

the nuclear medium is present. The proper vacuum fluctuation correction

would then be given by the difference Z (medium+vacuura) - Z (vacuum) both of

which are infinite but substracted produce a finite result. We neglect this

difference here and as a consequence remove all dependencies on effective

negative-energy states. We emphasize that only effective negative-energy

spinors are affected which still leaves the possibility of contributions of

bare negative-energy spinors (vhe effective positive-energy spinor is a

superposition of bare positive- and negative energy spinors). Finally, while

the many-body approximations (i.e. Brueckner) leading to a reasonable

description of nuclear T-matrix matter observables are somehow under

control, nothing is known about the importance or unimportance of these and
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other approximations to the negative-energy contribution of the self-energy.

These premises reduce the status of the description from a theory to a

model. Nevertheless, the model has proven to be quite successful.

In a many-body system, the interaction between two particles is

affected by the presence of the other particles in the medium. Therefore,

particles will no longer propagate freely but subject to an additional

self-energy contribution in the propagator. The term self-energy could be

somewhat misleading in this context. In a genuine field theory it accounts

in vacuum for the difference between the bare and the physical mass.

However, here it accounts for the medium effect on the physical mass. In the

Dirac-Brueckner approach one chooses a very specific form for it, expressed

by the following diagrams

-©- " -. Y

r

Fig. 6: Diagrams defining the self-consistent Dirac-Brueckner approach.

or

,(0)
+ G

(0) (4.39)

Ec = -ihc Tr Tc 4 Gc
1 12 12 2

(2)

rc

12

V + idcV GcGcrc

12 12 1 2 12

(4.40)

(4.41)

Note that equation (4.39) is formally identical to the T=0 limit of our

non-relativistic scheme (cf- (3.49)). In the usual Dirac-Brueckner approach

the rearrangement term is not taken into account as can be seen from the
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equation (4.40).
Equation (4.41) is the medium corrected Bethe-Salpether equation. We

first discuss its structure in vacuum in which case the full Green's

functions Gc are replaced by non-interacting Green's functions GJj. In

momentum representation it reads '

<P;P:IT |P P > = <P;P;IV|P P > + i*c [-*-EL. <P;P:
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 J (2l f t )* 1 *

G°(>feP+p") G°(%P-p-)<W+p" W - p ' l T i p ^ ^ (4.42)

where P=p +p . To reduce the complexity of this equation, one usually fixes

the zero-components of the in- and outgoing particle momenta. Then the

Bethe-Salpether equation takes a three dimensional form. To fix the

zero-components, in practice two different choices are used. In the first

one, (Gross11321), particle 1 is put on-shell and particle 2 off-shell. In

the two-particle centre-of-mass (P=0) frame we have

P° = c"
1 /(cp, )2

+(Mc
2)2

0 / ~

Pa = / s -

where s = (p +p ) 2 . The other choice (Blankenbecler-Sugar11331;

Thompson11341) puts the particles symmetrical off-shell and hence neglects

retardation effects. Then we have

Both choices of vhich we will use the Thompson prescription lead to the

three dimensional reduced form of the Bethe-Salpether equation

* [-^-^1 <p;pl|V|W+p" 16P-p"> g(p",s)<W+p" tf-p-|I(s)|p p > (4.43)
J 3 l 2 x 2

where (for P=0) the function g is given as

dp
g(p,s) = + i ic J j j ^ G=(p) G=(-p) (4.44)
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and can be evaluated by using the expression for the relativistic one-body

propagator Gc

crp - Me + le

We decompose this propagator as follows

(4.46)

with E° = ((cp)2-(Mc2)2)* and A(±'(p) the positive and negative energy
p

projection operators. Equation (4.46) is the relativistic counterpart of

equation (3.19) for the case n(p)=O. Neglecting the negative energy part, ve

obtain for the function g the expression

<P)A( + ) ( P )
g(p,s) = - \~\ ; ^ (4.47)

L E°J 2(Vi - E° + ie) (ftc)
p p

Using this expression for g(p,s) in equation (4.43) we end up with the

so-called Thompson equation11341.

Next we consider the interaction in nuclear matter. The full medium

dependent Green's functions appearing in equation (4.41) are given by Dyson

equation (4.39). The formal solution of (4.39) is

G(p) = (CY-P - Me2 - ^ ( p ) ) " 1 ^ ) - 1 (4.48)

In general, we can decompose the self-energy in i t s Lorentz components
(scalar, vector, tensor, pseudo-scalar and axial vector) as

£C(P) = ZS(P) + Y V ( P ) + %«»U>)1:*V(P) + Y5E
P(P) + Y5Y

M^(P) (4.49)

From relativistic covariance if follows11351 for infinite nuclear matter,

that
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ZP(P) = 0

0 (4.50)

Since aV\ p =0, one finds that for nuclear matter the most general
expression reads

Ic(p) = Is(p) - Y V ( P > + c^-pj:v(p) (4.51)

where the minus-sign in the last expression is conventional. Upon

introducing the effective quantities M , p and E as

(4.52)MV
P

po "

P* =

E =

wri t<

G(p)

= M e 2 •

Po
 + E

p(l +

c((p")

- £S(P)

;<p>

E"(P))

2 .*
+ < MP

3 equation (4,

= (cy
* i

P -M

.48) i

>

(4.53)

(4.54)

)- 1 (4.55)

The form of the medium dependent Green's function (4.55) is equivalent to

that of the non-interacting Green's function (4.45) except that all

quantities are replaced by effective quantities. Therefore also the function

g (equation (4.47)) is similar in form but has effective quantities and the

medium dependent Bethe-Salpether equation reads
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E .
p

(Vs -E +ie)
p

(4.56)

The single-particle states in this case differ from their free

counterparts by the presence of a self-energy contribution. They become

"dressed" states and are determined by a Dirac equation vith a self-energy

term

(CY-P + Me2 + Ec(p))iT(p) = E rn u'(p) (4.57)

The solution of this equation we call an effective spinor and ve shall

denote it with a wiggle. Using definitions (4.52)-(4.54) we rewrite equation

(4.57) as

(CY-P* + M*c2) ur(p) = E* Y°u
r(p) (4.5B)

p p

Again this equation has the same form as in the free case and we

consequently can write its solution as:

ur(P)
E +M c,1

2M*c2J2M
p

Cff-p
ft * 2

E +M c
(4.59)

The single-particle energy E , defined as the eigenvalue of the full Dirac
p

equation, is given by

Ep = E* - typ) = c((p*)
2 + (M*c)2)* - Z^(p) (4.60)

The fact that in the Dirac-Brueckner approach one uses effective spinors

rather than free ones, has important dynamical consequences- All expressions

to be derived, will eventually be sandwiched between these effective

spinors. So also the bare OBE-interaction matrix element will be sandwiched

between effective spinors and becomes density dependent. It turns out that

this density dependence contributes to the saturation mechanism114 . This

additional mechanism is completely absent in conventional non-relativistic
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calculations. It is known from non-relativistic calculations, that the

saturation points cf a vide variety of two-body interactions, all lie on a

narrow band, the so-called Coester band. However, the empirical value of the

saturation point does not coincide with this band and therefore it is now

generally accepted that non-relativistic calculations will never be able to

reproduce this empirical point. A most satisfying outcome of the

relativistic calculations performed up to now, is that the saturation points

lie on a new sort of Coester band that seems to include the empirical

saturation point. The very reason for this different behaviour is the

altered density dependence of the interaction, resulting from the use of

effective spinors. For more information on this saturation mechanism as well

as on the results of the model we refer to the literature ~ fl .

3. THE RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM KINETIC EQUATION

In this section we present the derivation of a relativistic quantum

kinetic equation on the basis of the method presented in chapter III.

3.1. Basic equations

In section 2 we discussed a method to rewrite the equation of motion

for the nucleon field operator. It enables us to formulate a hierarchy of

equation of motion for the Green's functions, which formally is identical to

the non-relativistic Hartin-Schwinger hierarchy. This fact puts us in a

position to take over the results obtained in chapter III and apply them to

the relativistic case as veil. For the self-energy, introduced in (4.32),

this procedure yields the following expression

£(1,1) = -iftc<12|r|l-2->|x.2.G(2-,2
+) (4.61)

where the T-oatrix is defined as

(4.62)

All these expressions are identical in form to their non-relativistic

counterparts. However, we recall that the labels here represent one

additional index, the spinor index.

Like in the previous chapter, the starting point for the derivation of
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a kinetic equation, is the Dyson equation (4.37). For completeness ve give

schematically the basic equations extracted from the Dyson equation and its

adjoint, which determine the kinetic equation and its spectral properties.

Taking the equation of motion for G* and subtracting its adjoint, ve obtain

the kinetic equation

V EV GV] (4.63)

For the spectral properties, ve take the equation of motion for G(~' and add

their adjoints, giving

iftcCa^Y G^ ~ G1
 r "u> ~

 2Mc G
x
 = i i + i i (4.64)

where

[ ^ ^ (4.65)>

>

r< =
12

r«±»
12

-iflcTr
( 2 )

(

iftcF * I
12

= V 1 2 +

>

3> L

12 12

iftcV
1 2

<

G ( ± l

! 12

<

2

r<±)
12

and
> >

(4.67)

(4.68)

In these expressions G( and G(±) are defined in equation (3.154).

From expressions (4.65)-(4.68) it is clear that any first-order treatment of

the interaction, as for instance in the Hartree (mean-field) approximation

of the 0-u model, will lead to E*=0. Therefore in this approximation one

vill not find a collision term since the right-hand-side of eq. (4.63) is

identical to zero. As in the non-relativistic formalism, ve svitch from the

non-local x-representation to the Vigner representation.

The Vigner representation f . (p,R) for a function F ,(x ,x'), vhere
ai ai *iai

a and <xj are the spinor-indices, is defined by introducing the
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(four-component) variables r and R

r = x - x' R = %(x + x't)

and Fourier transforming only the former one

ipr

f ,(p,R) = Jd4r e " ^ F a (R + fcr, R - fcr) (4-69)

Terms in which a product of two functions appear £®g, are approximated

(gradient approximation) as discussed in detail in the foregoing chapter.

Expanding up to first-order, including in the gradient term, we have

( f g ^ ^ P . R ) = faiO.(p,R)gfli.a.(p,R) + i| {foa.(P,R),ga.a.(p,R)} (4.70)

with the Poisson bracket defined as in (3.75).

3.2. The spinor and spin representation

Equations like the kinetic equation (4.63) are, with respect to their

spinor structure, actually 4x4 matrix equations. In order to obtain less

complicated equations one decomposes the spinor dependent quantities

according to their Lorentz structure. For instance, for G* one defines

G'(p,R) = lF(p,R)+YuV
M(PtR)+iY5P(p,R)+YuY5A

li(p,R)+1fe<iuvS
|JV(p,R) (4.71)

where*

F(p.R) = Vktr G^p.R)

Vu(p,R) = Vktr Y V ( P . R )

P(p,R) = -Ifcitr T V ( p , R )

Ay(p,R) « *tr T
5 Y V ( P , R )

SWV(p,R) = *tr ^^'(p.R) (4.72)

respectively the scalar, vector, pseudo-scalar, axial-vector and tensor

component. Decomposition for the self-energies and collision rates are

t The operation tr denotes a trace operation on the spinor components.
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similar to this one (cf. (4.49)). By a multication of the equation of motion

of Ĝ  with all the Lorentz invariants and taking the trace of all of these

equations, we acquire a set of five coupled equations for the five

components (4.72). Naturally, in these equations also the components for the

self-energy and collision rates appear. With the help of expressions

(4.65)-(4.68) these coefficients again can be related to the five components

of G(. As a result of this exercise one finds in general a very complicated

set of coupled equations.

For QED this set has been given in the simple Hartree approximation by

Vasak et al.1130' (see also ref. [123]). They find

K, VW - MF = 0 (4.73)

iKvk
p + MP = 0 (4.74)

K F - iK S u v - MV = 0 (4.75)

iKuP + * W K V P - ^u - ° (4-76)

(4.77)
M v v |j Mvgp H v

with

(4.78)

Here, F g v = <Fuv> where F y v = 3 ^ - 3 ^ and A = 3 ^ . The Jx(z) are the

conventional spherical Bessel functions.

The linear equation (4.73)-(4.77) can be combined to form quadratic

equations for the different components. Substituting (4.75) into (4.73)

gives, for example

(K2 - M2)F = fei [Ky,Kv] S
y V (4.79)

Similarly, upon substituting (4.74) and (4.77) into (4.76) one obtains
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(K2-M2)Au + [Ku,Kv]A
V = W e w v a p [KV,K°1VP (4 .80)

To f i rs t order in h, nw = pW and v*1 = iV - eFyV3* and

[KU,KV] = -ift e Fvy) (4 .81)

K2 = p2 = ift p-7 (4.82)

To this order, the imaginary parts of (4.81) and (4.82) corresponds to the

transport equations

p-7 F = 0 (4.83)

p-V Au = e FUX) A^ (4.84)

while the real parts of these equations form the spectral constraint

equations

(M2 - p2) F = - Vb he F w v p y v (4.85)

(M2 - p2) AW = - h e F u v V v (4.86)

where F = % e F<Ip. Taking the classical limit ft-0, the constraintyv |lwp
equations take the familiar on-shell form

(M2 - p2) F = 0 (4.87)

(M2 - p2) Ay = 0 (4.88)

It is clear that to derive a collision term along this way is very

complicated. Therefore authors using this method have restricted themselves

to the Hartree approximation.

On account of these problems, we make a change of representation and go

from the spinor to the spin representation, where we restrict ourselves to

positive energy particles only. We expect this approximation to be valid for

energies up to a few hundreds of NeV per nucleon. Furthermore, the

simplification made by neglecting the negative energy particles is also
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carried out in the equilibrium version of the theory (Dirac-Brueckner

theory, cf. section 2) vhich describes nuclear matter so well. As a general

statement one could say that as long as one has not been able to include

negative energy states in the equilibrium theory, for which some

renormalisation scheme is necessary, it seems inappropriate to formulate a

non-equilibrium theory that does include negative energy states. The success

of the equilibrium theory provides some support to the idea that a

formulation including this simplification still makes sense. Finally, we

remark that even in this first scenario we take along some effects of the

anti-partides by using effective spinors instead of free ones.
>

We introduce the spin representation of G* as follows (a is the spinor
index, r labels the spin z-oomponent)

1 2 *Gla' ( p' B ) = " IS£ E «a(P»B>V(P.R)A
tr'(P,R)2e(p*)Ftr'(pfR) (4.89)

r,

G^,(p,R) = p L z da(p>R)Ga,(pfR)A
rr'(p,R)[l-2e(p;)F"'(p,R)] (4.90)

r, r'"1 >- '

These expressions are the relativistic versions of the non-relativistic

expressions (3.78) and (3.79). The factor 2 is introduced to be consistent

with the standard spin-representation'191. Compared to that one, there are

two differences.

Firstly, we use effective spinors denoted as u rather than free ones in

the decomposition (4.89-4.90). As we have seen in section 2, effective

spinors play a crucial role in the Dirac-Brueckner theory of nuclear Matter.

They are solutions of a Dirac equation with a self-energy contribution.

The second deviation in expressions (4.89-4.90) from the standard ones,

is the explicit appearence of the (spin-dependent)spectral function A, known

from the preceding non-relativistic treatment. Here its definition is
r

Arr'(p,R) = iftc u (p,R) [G^p.R) - G'(p,R)J u (p,R)

t We choose the normalisation of the effective spinors according to the
r

— s
covariant convention112*1: u (p,R) u (p,R) = 6 .
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= iftc u (p,R) [G<+1(p,R) - G("'(p,R)] u (p,R) (A.91)

Like in the non-relativistic expressions (3.78) and (3.79), the structure of

(4.89) and (4.90) is dictated by the commutation relations and the functions

A and F are merely redefinitions of the functions G( and G*. The spin

structure is chosen such that each spin component rr' of the distribution

function F is multiplied by the same spin component of the spectral function

A. In this way w e generalize the interpretation of both functions to the

case including spin. For example, in spin representation, the quantity

describing the total number of particles at (p,R) will be
dPo -'N(p,R) = -iftc J j ^ I u (p,R) G^p.R) u (p,R)

r

dpn
A"<P'R> F"(P' R>

= J"^ |A + +( P,R) F
++(p;R) + A""(p,R) F"(p,R)| (4.92)

The interpretation of this expression is evident. Total number at (p,R) is

simply the sum of the contributions of particles with spin up and spin down.

3.3. The relativistic quantum kinetic equation

In this subsection we derive a kinetic equation for nuclear matter. In

this derivation for simplicity we assume that the spectral properties are

spin independent, i.e. we assume for the spectral function the form

,rr
A " (p,R) = 8rr, A(p,R) (4.93)

For spin-saturated nuclear matter in non-equilibrium this might be a fair

approximation. In a system with magnetic fields (for example QED) it would

not hold. We begin this section with a evaluation of the spectral function

A(p,R). From definition (4.91) we deduce that

A(p,R) = % Z Atr(p,R) (4.94)
c

Dictated by the commutation relaton of the field operators, this spectral
function A(p,R) obeys a sum rule, which reads
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dp M*c2

J — ^ - A(p,R) = _ L _ with B* = ((p'c)2 + (M*c2)2)* (4.95)
2nh E p p

p

where the effective mass H and effective momentum p* are defined as
p

M*c2 = Me2 + Re E5(p,R) (4 .96)
p

p*Wc = pMc + Re(ET)w(p,R) (4.97)

The real part of the mass operator, as discussed before has the following
Lorentz structure (the minus sign is conventional)

Re E^J(p,R) = Re £s(p,R) 1 ^ , - Re(Ev) (p,R) ( Y 1 1 ) ^ , (4.98)

Note that both H and p* are R-dependent (R=(T,R)).
p

To find the spectral function, we use the second expression in definition

(4.91) and solve the equations of motion of G ~ . To this end we use

equation (4.51), Vigner transform it and take the first order approximation

in the gradients. We obtain

tiftc 3 * ( Y W G ( ± ) - G ( ± I Y W ) + puc(Y
UG(±>

+G
(±)Y11) - 2Mc2G(±)

= 2+E
(±)G(±) + G l ± )S ( ± ) + **({E(±),Gl±)} • {G'*1,!1*1}) (4.99)

Ve sandwich this equation between effective spinors and invert the resulting

equation. The solution reads

—r r' U U
u G(±l u = 8 M*c2(p C p*c - M c V c 2 - E8M*c2 + (Ev) p'c + iz)'1

tf p XIU r P p U

(4.100)

Vith this result the spectral function A can be found to be

A(p,R) = iftcM*c2

p

s • 2 v * W

2i Im(E M c -(E ) P c )

[ ! 1 (4.101)
(Ppcp'c - Mc

2M* ciRe(EsM*c2-(Ev)yp*c ))
2+ (Im(EsMpC -(E

v)up c ))
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Quite analogously to the non-relativistic treatment, we define the quasi-

particle approximation appropriate if

Im(E8M"c2-(Zv)D*c ) « R.CfHV-d'ip'c ). (4.102)
P V P U

M c ( Z ) D c ) « R.CfH
P V P

In that case we obtain for the spectral function

A(p,R) = 2nftcM*c2 8((p*c)2 - M*c2)2) (4.103)
p p

Note that spectral function (4.103) satisfies our sum rule (4.95).

Now that we obtained this expression for the spectral function, we

return to the kinetic equation (4.63). For reasons of simplicity, we shall

restrict ourselves in the following to the quasi-particle approximation

(4.103). A full treatment based on expression (4.101) instead of (4.103) can

be obtained along the same lines as discussed in the non-relativistic case.

Let us first deal with the left hand side or drift-term of the kinetic

equation. From the preceeding non-relativistic treatment, it is known that

there is a one-to-one correspondence of the functional form of the spectral

function (4.101) to the terms in the drift-term (cf. chapter III section

2.4). In particular, the last term on the left hand side of (4.63)

corresponds to the spreading width in the spectral function. Since we

neglected this width by taking the quasi-particle approximation, we

consequently have to set this term zero in the kinetic equation. To write

down the kinetic equation, we introduce two, to Frc> related functions

Ftr'(p,R) = 4lftc6(p*)S((p*c)2 - (M*c2)2) Frr'(p,R) (4.104)
o P

and

dp E*
?"'(P,R) - J — ! - - £ F"'(p,R) (4.105)

2nft c

The current JU,defined as JU(x) = - iftc(YW) .G* (x,x),is expressed in
out oc at

terms of f as
^u

d3p p*c
JM(R) = E J _ _ ftr(p,R) (4.106)

r (2nft)3 E
p

from which we conclude that the scalar function f corresponds to the baryon

density. By taking the Wigner-transform of (4.63), together with
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approximation (4.70), we obtain the result

P*c3^Frr'(p) - M*c2{Re E6(p),Ftr'(p)} + p*c{Re(Zv)ll(p),Frr'(p)} = - ( r .h . s . )

i (4.107)
In this equation F(p,R), although proportional to a delta-function (cf.

(4.104)), has in principle no fixed zero-component of its four momentum.

However, we are interested in the equation of motion of the distribution

function with fixed zero-component. Therefore we approximate

Frr'(p,R) = 4nftc 6 ((p*c)2 - (M*c2)2) f"'(p,R) (4.108)
p

where

frt'(p,R) = e(p*)frr'(p,R) (4.109)

Actually, this assumption is also made in non-relativistic treatments'17'.

Integration of (4.107) over p , gives the final equation (E denotes the

single-particle energy E =E*-ReE )
p p o

d3p d3p'd3p' H V M*.M*.C8

2 1 2 P P P P

(3 + V E -V - V E -V ) f (p) = % tr f —=—-—
T P P > B P p ' i W ( 2 ) J . E V E - E -

P P2 ? 1 P2

(<P p^l^'lPiPj >f1(p;)f2(p;)<p;p^|T;;'|PP2>ACi-f1Cp)](i-f2(p2))

The state |p p > denotes the antisymmetrised state

r r r r t r
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(2ift)V(p+p - p - p ) 6(E +E -E -E ) (4.110)
2 1 2 p p, P' P,

Here we used the fact that 8((cp*)2-(M*c2)2) is a solution of the left hand
p

side of eq. (4.110) and used sumrule (4.95) for the po~integral of the

spectral function. For the sake of clearness, ve omitted the overall R

dependence and denoted the kinetic equation (4.110) as an operator equation

in spin space (indicated by the trace-operator). The T-matrix elements are

defined as

r' r' . r r -"1 -*2 . 'l *»

1 3

(4.111)

where <p'p^IT**1<z)|p p > satisfies (again as operators in spin space)

- - - - [l-fCfcP+P-)-f
+ P - W P " > i 1 T :(z)iP P >

12 * 2
1 2 " z-E,. .-R. .tie

TIP + p TSP-p

(4.112)

Kinetic equation (43) together with the effective interaction given by

equation (45) represent a self-consistent set of equations. Written in this

way, equation (4.110) closely resembles the VUU-equation. However, there is

a difference in the collision term. The usual gain and loss contributions of

it, now consists out of two terms each. These two terms only differ in their

spin structure and consequently become identical when we consider a spin

independent system. In that case the collision term becomes a relativistic

generalisation of the Uehling-Uhlenbeck collision term. The drift term of

the kinetic equation (4.110) corresponds to the one used in calculations by

Ko et al. 1 1 1 9*" 1 1, Molitoris et al.11201 and the Giessen group ll221. In

the theoretical studies of Vasak et al.11301 and Ivanov'1241 also negative

energy particles are considered. Their drift terms are consistent vith our
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equation (4.103) where the integration of p is not performed. However, both ?

authors do not derive a collision term. As a last comparison we note that |

when neglecting all medium dependent effects and leave out "f

anti-symmetrisation, we recover the kinetic equation of de Groot et al.'19>. <

i
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CHAPTER V EPILOGUE

In this thesis, we discussed the derivation of quantum kinetic

equations appropriate for applications in nuclear physics, both in a

non-relativistic and in a relativistic context. In each case we obtained a

kinetic equation together with an equation for the effective interaction.

The latter serves as the dynamical input of the former. In the kinetic

equation both mean-field and collision effects are described in a

self-consistent way because both are expressed in terms of the effective

interaction. This self-consistency enforces us to solve a statistical

problem (kinetic equation) and a dynamical problem (effective interaction)

simultaneously. The interaction, that we obtained as a result of our

considerations, is a generalized version of the usual Brueckner G-matrix in

the sense that single-particle energies are corrected for collision effects

by the so called rearrangement-term. Only in this way kinetic theory and

interaction are consistent with one another and therefore constitute a

conserving approximation.

To acquire the complete numerical solution of this problem will be a

very difficult task (if possible at all). In practice one usually recurs to

simulations of the collision process. Up to now this has been done by

invoking the quasi-particle approximation as well as the semi-classical

limit. However from our considerations in chanter 3 it will be clear that

above 100 MeV/nucleon this approximation is no longer valid because the

imaginary part of the self energy is non-negligible in this energy domain.

It would be of great interest to account for this fact in the simulations

and investigate to what extend it affects the collision dynamics.

Another interesting new feature to investigate with these simulations

is the spin dependence of the collision process. Since the nucleon-nucleon

interaction itself is strongly spin dependent we might expect that the same

is true for the colliding nucleus-nucleus system. In the relativistic case

we explicitly treated the spin degrees of freedom in the derivation of the

kinetic equation. As a result we obtained a (2x2) matrix equation in spin

space in which the drift term preserves its usual form but where in the

collision term both the gain and the loss contribution consists out of two

terms only differing in their spin structure. We remark that the spin
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structure of the kinetic equation would be equivalent in the

non-relativistic case.

Next, we discussed the relativistic kinetic equation in more detail. A

most satisfying feature of it is the proper inclusion of the correct

dynamics, i.e. the one given by the Dirac-Brueckner appraoch including the

rearrangement term. Recently11021, it became clear that the relativistic

interaction, as compared to the non-relativistic one, has a complete

different density dependence due to the use of effective spinors. This

alteration provided an additional saturation mechanism, and resulted in a

better description of nuclear matter properties in equilibrium. It was one

of the main objectives of the last chapter to include this interaction in a

kinetic theory. In the resulting relativistic kinetic equation the Lorentz

components of the self-energy appear (via the single-particle energy). Under

Lorentz transformations these components transform in a different way. This

genuine relativistic fact might have significant consequences in heavy-ion

collisions at higher bombarding energies.

Despite these satisfying features the kinetic equation suffers from a

number of shortcommings. First of all, at higher energies the explicit

manifestation of mesons, delta's, kaon's, etc. should be accounted for. This

should be done by including these particles in the Lagrangian114*' and

following a similar procedure as was done here. Other omissions of the

relativistic kinetic theory formulated in this thesis are the inclusion of

negative energy states, formfactors and polarisation contributions in the

interaction. However these questions should in the first place be considered

in an equilibrium theory before it makes any sense to construct the

non-equilibriunf version of it.

In this thesis, we concentrated on the formal derivation of quantum

kinetic equations. This is the first step in the exploration of the

difficult nuclear collision theory. The next step, of course, is to check

the validity of the approximations invoked. This should be done by explicit

calculation. However, the calculations (simulations) made thus far, do not

take into account any of the points that we mentioned above viz. the

self-consistency, the limited validity of the quasi-particle approximation,

the spin dependence and the Dirac-Brueckner effective interaction including

the rearrangement term. Once these calculations are performed, they

hopefully will show in what respect we should modify the approximations in
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the formal theory. Only in this way, the formal and numeric approaches

shall benefit from one another and may in the end yield .. synthesized ^

picture of the nuclear dynamics involved. r
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APPENDIX A

Three-body scatter ing in the mean-field approximation

In the three-body problem i t i s convenient to introduce the following

cycl ic notations and definit ions

Vk B Vi» t ' l ' i i a k,l,m = {1,2,3}

Vo = 0 (no 3-body interactions) (A.I)

3

H = K + V with K = £ K

3

V = Z V.
i-0

VI m V - V± (A.2)

and the permutation operators

Pk = ?im k * 1 * m * k k,lfm = {1,2,3} (A.3)

These permutation operators obey the following identities

P V P = V
k k k k

P V P = V (A.4)
k 1 k •

Let us denote the transition operators for a three-body scattering process

by U.±. The indices i and j indicate the four possible initial (i=0rl,2,3)

and four possible final (j=0,l,2,3) channels. In both cases the index 0

indicates a configuration with three uncorrelated particles and the index

k={l,2,3} indicates a configuration where two particles are correlated while

the other particle k is uncorrelated from that pair. The transition

operators satisfy the so-called Lovelace equations' '
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U . (z ) = Vj + VdG(z) V1 (A.5)

where

G(z) = * (A.6)

We introduce the Mailer-operators a' ' (we omit the reference to z from

now on):

U.. = Vj QU I (A.7)

so fl|*3 = 1 + G V1 (A.8)

Let us concentrate on 2t31 which arisis in the derivation of the kinetic

equation. At some point in the derivation we have the expression (eq.

(2.28))

V3(1-P3)(P +P +P ) a
131 p p (A.9)

where p indicates the pair density operator which is not yet

anti-syuetrized. With the help of definition (A.8) one can prove that the

following identities hold

Using the results of Halfliet and Tjon'751, the operator U3 defined as

123 2 123 1 123 3

can be rewritten as

where u and u obey
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U R = Tk + TkGfl (-Pi-P>)u. (k * 1 * m * k) (A.14)

with

k k k O ' l a ' j K

Go(z) =

and T is the ordinary 2-body T-matrix, defined in the 3-body Hilbert space

Putting relations (A.10)-(A.14) together, and taking only the first-order

contribution in equation

expansion (A.9) as follows

contribution in equation (A.14) i.e. replace u by T , we can reduce

This result is used in the evaluation of expression (2.29).
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APPENDIX B

Expressions to prove the conservation laws

1. Proof of the relation

for tlft; e C t ^ . t ^ ) (B.I)

We will prove relation (B.I), by checking all the different possibilities

(4) of the positioning of the times t and t' on the branches. In the

folloving expressions a subscript on a time-variable indicates that it is

defined on contour C; vithout a subscript it is defined on the real

time-axis. The anti-symmetrisation operator A is omitted.

i) t = t f = t
1 (+) 1 (+)

= -iftTr [T=2(t,t-)g^(t-,t)g^(t-,t) - T*2(t,t-)g*(t\t)g*(t-,t)l

= -iftTr

- -iftTr Ti2(t,f)Gi2(t;,t;) (B.2)

ii) t - t f = t
1 (+) i (-)
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iii) t = t f = t
i (-1 i (+»

(2)

iv> \ • * , . , * ; • *«.,

2. Proof of the equality

124

= -iftTr [<T( + y + T< g«-
[ 12 62 12B2

= -iftyr jT;;>g;2 + T;a

i2(tiftpGi2(t;,t;) (B.3)

= -iftTr Ti2(tiFt-)Gl2(t",t;) (B.4)

(2)

= -iftTr T(t,tpGi2(t',t-) (B.5)
(2)



= (-ift)2 Tr T (t ,X.")A G (t",f )G (t",t")G (t^,tp^i2Ti3(t^,t;)| (B.6)
(a. 3i L 12 * 1 12 2 i l

for factors t = t and t' = t

Factors (-ift), traces and operators A. . are omitted.

13

13

(B.7)

This expression is hermitian (and thus has equal contributions on the righ

hand side) except for the last term. Hovever, this last term is zero because

Conditions: t > t"

t" > t"

t < t",
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the overlap-region of these time-intervals is empty.

In the same manner, one can shov that

= (I^g't1"1 + E
(+)g1+V + iV'

1!1"1 - T< g^'g'-'E1"1 (B.8)
1 61 1 1 * 1 1 1°1 1 1261 61 1 '

and we see that the first three terms of (B.7) and (B.8) cancel. The last

term of (B.8) again , does not contribute since

Conditions: t" > t

t" < t"

t" < t,

and again the overlap-region of the time-intervals is empty.
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APPENDIX C

The k i n e t i c equat ion for complex w

To obta in k i n e t i c equation (3.106) the following s t eps are taken

21S5

f= " J

= - J

) 2N+

(1-3

(HI1

Ctfett
(C.I)

where we defined

<c-2>
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING

Een snel ontwikkelend gebied in de huidige theoretische kernfysica, is

het expliciet berekenen van het botsingsproces tussen tvee (zware) kernen.

Een nauwkeurige beschrijving van dit proces maakt het o.a. mogelijk om de

toestandsvergelijking van kernmaterie te bepalen. Deze toestandsvergelijking

dient op zijn beurt weer als input voor astrofysische berekeningen.

In berekeningen aan kernbotsingen maakt men gebruik van computer-

modellen die dit proces simuleren. Deze modellen worden opgesteld aan de

hand van een transportvergelijking, die in het intermediaire energiegebied

(10-100 NeV/nucleon) een Boltzmann-achtige structuur heeft. De dynamica in

dit energiegebied wordt bepaald door de competitie van collectieve

(gemiddeld-veld) en individuele (nucleon-nucleon botsingen) effecten. Een

belangrijke vraag is nu hoe beide genoemde fenomenen en hun samenhang in de

transportvergelijking beschreven worden.

In dit proefschrift wordt getracht de vraag te beantwoorden welke de,

voor dit doeleinde, juiste quantum mechanische transportvergelijking is en

welke benaderingen gemaakt moeten worden om deze vergelijking te verkrijgen

uit de exacte vergelijkingen (niet-rel.: N-deeltjes Schrödinger

vergelijking; rel.: Euler-Lagrange veldvergelijkingen). Een belangrijk

uitgangspunts in het opstellen van deze theorie is het gedrag van

kernmaterie in evenwicht. Ook in evenwicht wordt het uiteindelijk gedrag van

het systeem bepaald door zowel individuele als collectieve effecten. Beide

elementen vinden we terug in de quantum mechanische theorie zoals in 1957

opgestelt door Brueckner. Centraal in deze theorie staat de effectieve

interactie tussen twee kerndeeltjes waarbij beide omgeven zijn door andere

kerndeeltjes. Deze interactie is wezenlijk verschillend van de interactie

tussen twee vrije deeltjes, namelijk in het geval dat de deeltjes in een

medium zitten, spelen ook de reeds genoemde collectieve invloeden een rol.

De Brueckner theorie van kernmaterie, die, zoals berekeningen aantonen, de

eigenschappen op een succesvolle manier beschrijft, vormt het startpunt van

onze beschouwingen.

In de afleiding van de transportvergelijkingen wordt hoofdzakelijk

gebruik gemaakt van het Green's functie formalisme zoals ontwikkeld door

Schwinger en Keldysh. Voor de Green's functies worden bewegings-
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vergelijkingen opgesteld. Deze hebben de structuur van een hiërarchie: de

tijdsafgeleide van de één-deeltjes Green's functie wordt uitgedrukt in de

twee-deeltjes Green's functie, die van de twee-deeltjes Green's functie in

de drie-deeltjes Green's functie, etc. Deze set van vergelijkingen wordt

opgelost door een geschikte factorisatie van de drie- en vier-deeltjes

Green's functies in termen van één- en twee-deeltjes Green's functies te

kiezen. Hierdoor wordt de set vergelijkingen getrunceerd en kan worden

opgelost. De benodigde randvoorwaarde wordt verkregen door expliciet gebruik

te maken van Boltzmann's aanname dat botsende deeltjes statisch

ongecorreleerd zijn. Het name op dit laatste punt vormt het werk een

uitzondering op de bestaande literatuur.

Het uiteindelijke resultaat van deze exercitie levert een transportver-

gelijking op waarbij zowel het gemiddelde veld als de nucleon-nucleon

botsingen gegeven worden door dezelfde (medium afhankelijke) interactie.

Deze interactie is de niet-evenvichts uitbreiding van de interactie zoals

gegeven in de Brueckner theorie van kernmaterie. Tezamen, kinetische

vergelijking en interactie, vormen ze een zelf-consistente set van

vergelijkingen zowel voor het geval van een niet-relativistisch als voor het

geval van een relativistisch uitgangspunt. De verkregen

transportvergelijkingen voldoen aan de wetten van behoud van totaal aantal

deeltjes en behoud van totale energie.
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STELLINGEN

De bewering van Kadanoff en Baym, als zou het bewijzen van de
behoudswetten geldende voor de gegeneraliseerde Boltzmann
vergelijking evengoed bewezen kunnen worden door gebruik te maken
van de exacte Green's functie bewegingsvergelijkingen, is
onjuist.
L.P. Kadanoff and G. Baym, "Quantum Statistical Mechanics",
Benjamin, New York (1962)

2. Een soortgelijke onjuistheid wordt, mutatis mutandis,
gesuggereerd in het werk van Casaing et al.
N. Cassing, K. Niita and S.J. Wang, Z.Phys. A331(1988)439

3. De relativistische kinetische vergelijking, zoals afgeleid door
Li, Nu en Ko, met de drift term in mean-field benadering en de
botsingsterm in Born benadering, is inconsistent.

Q. Li, J.Q. Hu and C.M. Ko, Phys. Rev. C39 (1989) 849

4. Kinetische vergelijkingen in spinor representatie zijn van
weinig nut zolang men nog niet in staat is om in deze
representatie een enigszinds praktisch hanteerbare botsingsterm
af te leiden.

5. In sommige takken van de fysica werkt het voorhanden zijn van een
redelijk model, voornamelijk belemmerend op de evolutie van dat
deelgebied.

6. Aangezien de noodzaak van daadwerkelijke veranderingen in het
milieubeleid pas dan wordt ingezien, nadat een milieuramp
heeft plaatsgevonden, kan men het nuttig effect van
milieuorganisaties betwijfelen.

7. Zoals bij reklame voor sigarettenmerken wordt vermeld dat roken
schadelijk is voor de gezondheid, zo zal bij reklame voor
automerken vermeld moeten worden dat autorijden schadelijk is
voor het milieu.

8. Bet invullen van een declaratieformulier is vaak meer een kwestie
van ethiek dan van boekhouden.



9. Evenzeer als chirurgen het mes zetten in hun patiënten zou men
het mes moeten zetten in hun salaria.

10. Voor de consument zou het informatiever zijn als de term
LPG niet de afkorting was van "Liquified Petroleum Gas" maar van
"Localy Priced Gas".

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift
"Non-relativistic and relativistic quantum kinetic equations
in nuclear physics"

Him Botennana, Groningen, 25 augustus 1989


